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Rainstorms flood fields, basements
By RON NORMAN
Near torrential rains lashing the 
peninsula have caused flooding 
throughout, but there appears to be little 
relief in sight — that’s the word from 
the weatherman.
Though the rains shouldn’t be quite as 
heavy through this week, the Pat Bay 
weather office has indicated the wet 
stuff will stay with us for some time yet.
Still, peninsula residents should be 
somewhat relieved that problems here 
have been relatively minor compared to 
those in other parts of Vancouver Island 
and the lower mainland.
Despite nearly four inches of rain 
during a 48-hour period from Saturday 
night through Monday evening, the Pat 
Bay Highway was free of any major 
trouble spots.
In fact, the only real flooding took 
place on Martindale Road in Central 
Saanich when two adjacent fields filled 
with runoff water and eventually 
overflowed onto Martindale.
North Saanich engineering director 
Leo den Boer said Friday afternoon that 
municipality was experiencing few 
problems, but by Monday morning he 
had changed his tune.
den Boer said Mills Road at the in­
tersection with McDonald Park Road 
was a problem Monday and could have 
easily Booded. However, by the time the 
rains let up Monday evening, the water 
collecting in the Mills Road ditches had 
started to disappear.
Meanwhile, den Boer said Amity 
Road near Bourne was flooded briefly, 
.but municipal crews cleared the road 
shortly after the problem was spotted.
“There was no problem last week,’’ 
said den Boer in an interview Monday 
morning, “but we’ve reached the 
saturation point now. All the water 
courses are critical.’’
den Boer’s wa.sn’t the only crevv kept 
busy this week. Both of the other 
municipal crews, in addition to the 
provincial highways crews; were also oh ■ 
the alert — especially Monday, y
Sidney’s Mike Townsend said." 
roadways weren’t any problem in 
Sidney, but the municipality had 
received a number of cal Is'about; flooded 
homes and businesses^ Sb ' '
' Townsend said calls came in regularly 
Friday starting at 8:30 a.m. and going 
through 4:30 p.m.
“We’re fortunate to have no real 
problems so far,’’ said Townsend, “but
if it continues to rain as it has we may 
have problems.’’
Canada Safeway in the Beacon Plaza 
Mall experienced some Hooding trouble 
when watei backed up to their loading 
platform. Similarly, Chick Goodman’s 
Rimpac Divers’ store on 5th Street was 
flooded with two inches of water after 
storm drains backed up.
Over in Central Saanich, superin­
tendent of public services Gary Rogers 
said there have been a few flooded 
basements, but "nothing worth men­
tioning’’.
Rogers said he had received a string of 
calls from area residents, “but none 
have proved significant”.
“The first rains of the season always 
bring a certain number of problems,” 
said Rogers. Leaves and branches from 
trees get washed into culverts and drains 
plugging them, he said.
Rogers said barricades had been 
erected on Martindale Road to alert 
drivers to the water danger. “I haven’t 
seen it that way for years,” said Rogers. .
Earlier in the week wind and rains 
knocked down trees and branched, 
causing scattered power failures -- 
mostly in the; North Saanich area.
The cause of all the water problems is 
of course the rain some eight inches 
of it in the last week . That is nearly twice 
as much as the monthly average.
And though the rains have been 
extremely heavy, we have not ;yet: set^a l 
single day record;' Sunday has been the 
worst day so far vyith 2.09 inches.
But that doesn’t quite measure up to
the rainfall-on a day in; 1972 -— therrit 
was 2,69 inches. The day? Dec. 25;-
I
Frustrated and somewhat 
disillusioned but still pegging away for 
the construction of the proposed Sidney 
breakwater-harbour, marine engineer 
Bob Ward told a Sidney-North Saanich 
chamber of commerce meeting Dec. 13 
he was resigning as its representative on 





In a .speech to members, Ward, now 
ilie chamber’s vice*president, took a 
swipe at Finance Minister and Saanich 
and ilie Islands MLA Hugh Curtis for 
his lack of support on the breakwater 
issue,
“Is he wailing for the iiext election to 
lend his sup|x>ri7” he said, “If he is, I 
think it’s sad - the jobs and tlie money 
are needed in the town now,” i 
In a leiicr to Ward dated Nov. 30 
Curtis wrote iie slrared his concern 
regarding the breakwater but tliat “the
project is dependent on a number 
factors, not the least of which 
enthusiastic support of residents on the | 
peninsula and no uncertainty as to the I 
position taken by the council of The | 
Town of Sidney.” |
Curtis wrote: “In this latter regard 1 ! 
have discussed the question with Mayor | 
Scaley and 1 must say that 1 find her | 
position, to be correctly and un-1 
derestandably cautious. |
“Were I in her position 1 would | 
approach the matter in precisely the | 
same way.” |
But after two years of pursuing the | 
Beacon Avenue breakwater-harbor the | 
world “caution” has begun to make | 
Ward despair. “During 1979 progress! 
has been less than inspiring - indeed it’s | 
been downright discouraging,” Ward| 
told the chamber. i||
Ward said he’s maintained steady | 
pressure on mayor and council however, | 
beyond setting up the ad hoc committee, I 
“little has happened.” I
In fact, in his efforts to get things; | 
moving, Ward said he had made himself | 
unpopular, “They used to say the p 
squeaky wheel got tlic grease - in this | 
case the grease has been lacking but I've 
been gelling plenty of the other sutff 
llirown at me,’’
Reviewing the year. Ward said tite 
chamber's part in the breakwater 
proposal has consisted of maintaining 
pressure and keeping iltc issue before ilie 
public. A concerned citizen’s group had 
been collcciing names on a petition 
which will be presented to Sidney 
council and Curtis.
“This should show tite town once and 
for all that it's not only the chamber 
who wants a breakwater but the vast 
majority of people in town. Lack of 
action henceforth will be inexcusable."
Ward said initiatives have been taken 
by private groups to build the complex 
associated witli the breakwater but 
ConlliuiedonPuKeS
By Ron Norman
Trident Aircraft Ltd . up for sale? Not- 
yet, but it’s a possibility, according to 
the B.C. ; Development Coporation’s 
John Milroy. ’ ; ;
Milroy said in an interview Friday the 
Sidney aircraft company’s executive was 
to meet today (Dec. 20) to discu.ss 
possible courses of action open to the 
financially troubled firm, and one such 
course is putting it up for sale.
Milroy added that as far as he was 
aware, there is no Canadian buyer 
interested in Trident, though there, are 
three potentiar foreign buyers — in 
Europe, the United States and the 
Orient.
“It will be a shame,” said Milroy, if 
the company is forced to leave B.C. He 
.said if it happens, BCDC will be faced 
with a brand new but empty building in 
Sidney and 115 people out of work.
However, Trident’s chief executive 
officer Jerry Vaverek said he did not 
think any major decision concerning the 
company’s future would be made at the 
meeting.
"It’s a normal, year-end board 
meeting,” Vaverek said Monday, “it is 
not a special meeting called to discuss 
current problems, tliougli the problems 
will bcdiscus.sed.”
'rrideni's “problem” right now is the 
lack of federal government financing for
the manufacture of the Trigull am- 
phibian aircraft.
l.iisi riuirsday federal small business 
and industry minister Ron Huntington 
announced lie was no longer supporting 
rrideni’s bid for some $8 million in 
Icdcial litiancing,
Huniingion said he did not consider 
Trident “financially viable.’’
His announcement shocked Trident, 
the B.C. government,; and BCDCV vvhp 
had initiated the proposal. All three said 
they had been - lead to belieVe; HdnT 
tington supported the financing bid and 
would make a proposal to the federal 
cabinet on behalf of' the province and 
the company.
The proposal called for the provincial 
and federal governments to put up $4 
million each, while the company in- 
venstors chipped in another $2 million.
However, this proposal was con­
tingent on the federal government 
coming through with the $4 million 
promised Trident in the beginning. That 
would have made the federal govern­
ment’s total responsibility $8 million.
According to Vaverek and Milroy, 
Huntington never even approached the 
federal cabinet with the proposal.
Instead, they said, Huntington made 
a unilateral decision to withdraw his 
support.
“I don't understand Ron Huntington. 
It .seems to be the act of an irrational
A Sidney RCMP constable has been, 
committed for higher-court trial on two 
counts of assault causing bodily harm. ;
Judge Blake Allan Monday ordered! 
Const. Grant Bottrell to stand trial: 
following tlic completion of a 
preliminary hearing which began in 
Victoria provinciaTcourt Oct, 12.
Bottrell was charged with assaulting 
D.avid Dean Krcnbrink with a night stick 
and by kicking him May I, 1979, in 
front of the Sidney RCMP detachment 
'^office. ■'
man," commented Vaverek.
Milroy said he could just not accept 
Huntington’s denial of tite proposal put 
to him.
"The B.C. cabelnt is bordering on 
being highly incen.sed with Hun-
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In a series of convoluted manoeuvres 
which almost ilefiod interpretation, 
Central Saanich council took steps 
Monday niglil to Impose stricter con­
trols on Itouslng and reduce the density 
of subdivisions and developments.
But, at the conclusion of the meeting, 
aldermen allowed a trio of developments 
which, seemingly, will violate the curbs 
imposed earlier during tite same 
meeting,
•Aldermen ratified a committee 
decision, taken last week, to reduce the 
density allowed in Itouslng develop­
ments from 10.8 units an acre to eight, 
A Itylaw enforcing this decision was 
kK'c'ii first rending after, wltich it will be 
passed along to the council’s advisory 
planning commission for comment.
•A second bylaw was given in­
troductory readings, It will bring Hie 
areas of .Saanichtun and Brentwood 
under a development permit plan whleb 
will give council greater control over tlic 
tinaliiy, placement and eonstnietlon of 
residential development.
•At the same meeting aldermen 
permitted three developments all of 
wltich were in the works before the
qnnliiy construction and density control 
issue arose at la.st week’s committee 
meet ing of council., f
Last week the eotincil chamber was 
packed with residents and petitioners 
who were against town housing and in 
favor of the slnglc-faniily-dwclling 
tlirust wltlclt has been a part of Central 
Saanich progre.ss for a long time. The 
“profii-lnmgry developers” were raked 
over the coals and the empltasis was on 
saving the farmland and tastefnl, one- 
liome-on-onc lot developments.
Cliri8tiiii,as!
Confiniied on Page 2
The Reviewofricc.s will bccloscd Dec. 
19 - 27 so that staff can enjoy a long 
Christmas holiday break - generally a 
tradition among B.C. weekly com­
munity ncwspuperR,
Next publication of tlio paper will be 
Jan, 2. Mciuiwlille, publisher John 
Manning joins with the staff in wishing 
everyone a very merry Christmas and a 
happy New Ycur,
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Santa’s Helper - Ready and Willing, 
Christmas Typing or Monthly Billing, c
Sunshine 
Secretarial Service
656-5641 2452 Beacon A ve.
Will controls ‘die on vine?’
Bab’s Family 
Restaurant





Open Mon. Thru Sal, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m 
Phone Ahead foi Faslei Takeout
652-3954
FAMILY RESTAURANT 
OPEN DAILY 11 AM
FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT 









Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30 
7172 Brentwood Drive
652-2413
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This week, in rebuttal, the developers 
were in the ascendancy with letters and 
protests and personal representation, 
accompanied in t\Vo cases by legal 
counsel.
The ecological fervor of last week 
cooled somewhat as letter after letter 
was read from commercial developers 
charging discrimination against the 
“little people’’ they purported to serve, 
•the people who could not afford $30,000 
for a lot even before home construction, 
and who were better served by town 
housing.
At last week’s meeting the residential 
construction was referred to as “row- 
Ihousing’’. This week it was “town- 
houses.’’
E.G. Yakimovich, of E.Y. Con- 
jstruction Ltd. was one of three builders 
who had made application for building
permits for town-house construction 
before the “freeze’’ was put on all 
processing of applications after the Dec. 
10 meeting.
He said, in a letter read on Monday;
. “We respectfully take objection not 
oftly to the rezoning change but the 
secretive manner in which your council 
is going about this business. We are of 
the view that your actions are ill advised 
and discriminatory.”
E.Y. Construction was granted 
permission to go ahead with a 29-unit 
town house construction plan, the first 
phase of a 85-unit project on a tract in 
Central Saanich.
Westpark Management Ltd. said that 
it had complied with the necessary 
formalities to build a 10-townhouse 
development on East Saanich Road. It 
had submitted an application for a 







"Homestyle Cooking and Baking 
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OPEN FROM 5 P.M. DAILY 
[CLOSED TUES.J
(pormBrIy Truman's Steak House)
j 2558 Bevan A ve., Sidney 
Reservations 656 4640
I hotel SidneyFoot of Beacon Ave.OCEAN VIEW
Try our famous salad bar 






Beacon Plaza AAali 




STEAK. PIZZA £ SPAGHEHI HOUSE
Evening Dining in Fine, 
Mediteranian Tradition
RESERVATIONS - 656-5596 
Si TAKE OUTS - 656-5597 ; 
Mon.-Set. 11 o.ml2 o.m.
' ; ; Sunday,VI a:m. - Midnight 
- Sidney .
IN THE
BEACON AVE.. SIDNEY. B.C
The Finest in 
Family Dining 
Open 7 a.m.-Midnight 
656-1176
Speclolhlng In Chinese 
S Canadian Food
OPEN: MON.THURS. 4” - MIDNIGHT 
; FRI.Sal. 4” - l“ a.m.
■ - SUNDAY A” ■ 8“ p.m.
Delivery with niinimum order
2493 Beacon Ave. 656-3944
*' M ■
® Sniial (f5ak 3nn
4680 ELK LAKE DR. 
Vlcloria, B.C.': ;:"
STRATHMORE DIN king; ROOM
, Contincnt.\l cuisine in 
' :„a Iradilional English atmosphere
• 7 Days a Week 5;30 to 10:30 
^ileaturing
Bre^ie'^^Cafe
THE THATCH DISCO ;
. Tiyo liyeliesl dance .lloois in Vlcloria. 
Open - Mon. to Sk X •
8 p.m. Id 2 a.m. 658-5231
977,6 • 4th 'StJSidney;^
[Behind the Post Olfice - .
— SPECIALIZING IN —
FISH S CHIPS 
Breahfast-lunch-dinner
Open bally 7:30 AM ■ 7;30 PM 
: Closed Sunday * : [ ; c










One of the most 
brilliant musicals of our time! 
Complete stage production with full 
set. Orchestra and Chorus!
McPherson Playhouse 
January 9 -12 at 8:00 P.M.
TICKETS: *5“ At
McPherson Box Office [3S6-6i21], UVic 
Centre, Hillside Mall, Hatley Park 
Brandywine and Cards N’ Things [Sidney].





. With an federal election 
date set for Feb. 18, 1980, 
all that is needed now are 
the candidates. And though 
no nomination meetings 
have been set for 
Esquimalt-Saanich, there 
are several declared or 
interested candidates.
Incumbent Conservative 
MP Donald Munro con­
firmed Saturday he will be 
seeking his party’s 
nomination at a convention 
scheduled for Dec. 28 at the 
Garth Homer Achievement 
Centre, 813 Darwin.
Meanwhile, Bob 
Cameron, the Mount 
Douglas school teacher who 
ran for the NDP last May, 
has indicated he will be 
looking at the opening 
again this time around.
For the Liberals, A1 
Peterson, who also ran last 
May : has expressed an 
interest in running again, 
but must still be nominated 
by his party.
council “drastic” action. Westpark’s 
application was buttressed by a personal 
appearance by a partner in the law firm 
of Armstrong, Stewart and Fast.
The lawyer said that the company he 
represented stood to suffer financially is 
it was not allowed to go ahead.
Another company, Victoria Realty, 
has an 18-townhouse project under way. 
Along with Westpark itj^too, will be 
allowed to proceed.
Daon Pacific, a division of Daon 
Development Corporation, said that 
“downgrading the zoning from 10.8 to 8 
units per acre was “disturbing.”
It was over Daon and the intention of 
that developer to build 33 townhouses 
on 3.3 acres south of Saanichlon, that 
the whole matter emerged as an issue 
last week. In its letter Daon denied that 
the housing plan it proposed would 
result in “.slum housing.” Not so, it 
said, not at all.
Ian Cass, executive vice-president of 
Victoria HUDAC, was deeply con­
cerned. The present single-family 
concept, he said, denied home 
ownership to all but the affluent. The 
townhouse plan was the only way to go.
D.F. Hanley Investments Ltd., 
another company with interests in 
Central Saanich, said its concern was 
reduced density of housing allowed. In 
its case, the company letter said, 
property for development was pur­
chased before the community plan with 
its curbs, was adopted by the 
municipality.
Donald Munro of Munro 
Developments also made a case against 
controls such as those envisaged by 
council and pointed out engineering and 
developmental planning was well un­
derway before the new concept became 
an issue. '
Some of the people who spoke on 
behalf of the petition which was sub­
mitted last week - the petition which was 
against townhouse development in 
Central Saanich, were present at 
Monday’s meeting and reiterated their 
objections.
Peter Fane got a cheer when he said 
that it was time aldermen pushed for less 
and not higher density.
“Think more of fresh air for people 
rather than bucks for developers,” he 
said. “If I’d known that we were going 
to see such things as townhouses I would 
never have come here.”
After a dispute, which recurred at 
intervals during the long meeting, about 
the sequence in which agenda items 
should be handled. Acting Mayor Earle 
Tabor said he brought word from 
Mayor Jean Butler, convalescent since a 
heart attack, that too much haste in 
consideration of this question would be 
unwise.
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Afonday — Thursday 12 Moon to 12 Mfd, 
Friday 12 Soon to 2 a.nu 
Saturday 4p.m. to 2 a,m, 
2500 llfwiCOS A Vi:. 656-4221 
-WLOKI.IVtW-
Looking Hesitam than happy, youngster tells Santa his Christmas 






















Despite its uncertain 
future. Trident# Aircraft 
Ltd. continues to plug 
along. Saturday morning 
the Sidney-based aircraft 
company’s second 
prototype Trigull am­
phibian made a successful 
40-minute maiden flight.




2474 BEACON AVE. SIDNEY- 656-3232
climbing rate of 1,500 feet 
per minute and achieved an 
altitude of 6,500 feet under 
the control of test pilot 
Gerry Westphal.
This followed a series of 
high-speed taxing tests.
Company chief executive 
Jerry Vaverek said the 
plane will now undergo a 
scries of continuing 
developmental and ser­
vicing tests.
“The plane performed 
well in ail respects,” said 
Vaverek. “Peninsula 








aircraft in the air pretty 
regularly now.”
Like the first Trigull, the 
second prototype is 
equipped with a new high- 
performance engine. 
However, unlike the first 
Trigull, tills model “is truly 
a six-place airplane,” said 
Vaverek.
“It is an incorporation of 
all the ideas aggragating 
over the last four to six 
years that brings the plane 
into the 1980s,” he said.
Vaverek also denied a 
suggestion that the com­
pany is experiencing 
problems with the new 
engine because of a higli 
noise level,
“It is a distinctive 
noise,” said V.averck of the 
new engine, “but it docs 
not exceed ilie legal decibel 
level for this class of air- 
cruft.”
He stated there are many 
other small planes nmch 
noisier ihan ihcTrignll,
r.itf'-,:; ' , i 1'[i »;■ Cjj
B.C. iADE JEWELLERY a CARVING?
ARDMORE GOLF COURSE, 930 Arilmori'i Dr. & Wwi Sminlcli Roml, Sitlncy 
A CLTzy 9-holer, Ideal for families. Beautiful scenery and special twilight rates for 9-hole 
game. Cliib.s and cart rentals — picnic and barbecue facilities .swimming bead). Phone 
656-4621. ",
BRENTWOOD INN, 7172 Brentwood Drive, llrenlwofMl. 652-24L3.
SALMON FISHING, Boni Rcnliil, Guided FiNliintiTrl|)N (all inclusive)
I’omily fishing In tlic protected Saanich inlet. Brentwood Boat Rentals (1971) Ltd. at tiie'
Ferry Dock, Brentwood Buy. I*lionc652-!01I4. ,
'.HOTEL SIDNEY, 2537Weacon Ave., Sidney. 656-1311, ,
Tuesday nljjN, Pure C-oantry featuring Rob Hollis with Norm Wlnqulst and Ralph 
Nicfarih in the l.ourige B -12 p.m. Wednesdtiy nlttht, 8.12 p.m. inTnlcnt Night in lire PuIj.
THE PWAIRIEINN, corner Ml. Newton X R«nd» and l•:uBtSnl^ldch Rd. 656-1575 ,
Relax by the fire and listen to live entertainment while playitiR Cltess, Cribbnge, Checkers, 
Bnckgarnnion, Darts or Pool.
ROYAL OAIUNN, 4680 rak LmIcb Dr., VIciirrlB, 65R-5in
i Disco Dunclna at The Thatch MortdiiV to .Satnrdnv nn the two llvell«i rlanre ftoorYjIn 
Victoria, No cover charBf cxccpt Frldny • Saturday,
SIDNl'W TUAVELODGE, 2180 tteacon Ave,, Slilney. 656-1176 . ' ’
Fnnries Place every l'''l•klny and Saturday night ■ 2 a.iYT,, d.-Ynce to the music of the 
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REAL OLD WILLOW 
by BOOTHS
t
LOVE STORY CHINA 
from Germany
PEWTER on VELVET FIGURES ^ ^
Sterling Silver Cbiili'iiiS Si .Cbolliii and mine;.
SHOPPEHOlIRStMONDAY SATURDAY^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
IDs;3Dp.m, 10:00 a.m.‘9;00 p.m.
™ Hold Your OHico 
»» Lunch or Dinner Party 
^ at the
eoYsiiiM
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■ ■ : at
THEODYSSIfl
„ liou'fs: ,11 a,m, ■ ,2 a.m. Moii.-'Sm,
11 turn.-Mid. Sundays
ForRe*m«tl<mK $th A BeaCOn
, 6S6-$S96'''/\' ",Sidney ,■*“
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Trident holds on
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tington,” said Milroy. ‘‘I don’t un­
derstand his lack of political moxie,” 
He added he was “appalled” when he 
learned of Huntington’s actions.
Milroy said the propo'sal was backed 
by the B.C. cabinet, which put up 
$500,000 right at the start to tide Trident 
over until the federal cabinet came to a 
decision.
Milroy said BCDC has no plans for 
the moment, except to see if the federal 
cabinet will reconsider the proposal.
That was the same feeling from 
provincial minister of economic 
development Don Phillips. Phillips said 
he would try to get Ottawa to change its 
position, but did not sound hopeful.
“I’m very disillusioned,” he .said. He 
added that if Ottawa does not recon­
sider, B.C. will be forced to back away 
from its financing proposal.
“There’s not much sense in putting up 
an additional S4 million if the project is 
not going to go ahead;” he said. Phillips 
added that if the project was starting up 
in Ontario, Quebec or the Maritimes 
Ottawa would have found the funding 
for it.
Meanwhile, Vaverek denied Trident 
was in danger of going bankrupt im­
mediately.
“We’ve got enough money to hold 
out until January,” he said, “and we 
will be continuing to build planes.”
He said Trident will not fold just 
because the federal cabinet has not 
reconsidered its earlier denial of fun­
ding. “The federal government hasn’t 
been supporting us since the summer, so 
things haven’t, really changed much,”
said Vaverek.
He said employees will be paid until 
Dec. 31 at least, and was angry with 
early news reports that Trident em­
ployees were faced with massive layoffs 
before Christmas.
“The only person who will close this 
place down is me,” said Vaverek, “and 
if it ever happens, the employees will 
learn it from me first and not the 
newspapers.”
He added he held a meeting with 
employees Friday morning in which 
cheques were handed out and emplo:^ees 
informed of the situation.
At the meeting employees were told to 
continue to perform their work to the 
best of their abilities, and to also help 
Trident in its fight for financing by 
writing their government represen­
tatives.
A petition has since been drawn up by 
employees and is available in Sidney for 
anyone wishing to support Trident.
As well, the company is seeking the 
support of the Sidney/North Saanich 
chamber of commerce, and will be 
holding a rally Thursday evening in 
which they hope to attract local business 
leaders and politicians.
The employees are in the process of 
planning a meeting with Esquimalt- 
Saanich MP Don Munro and hope to 
hold a similar meeting with Huntington 
in his riding of Capalaino in North 
Vancouver.
“It is absolutely criminal the way 
federal representatives are playing 




WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS 11 -9
i
^5
Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday centre open - cards, 
billiards, library, noon 
lunch, coffee and tea. 
Closed Christmas Day and 
Boxing Day.
Bingo, classes and jacko 
begin again the week of 
Jan. 7. Saturday and 
Sunday centre open for 
drop-ins. 1 - 4 p.m. New 
Year’s Eve buffet and 
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2498 BEACON AVENUE 
Sidney 656-3515
needed now
Continued from Page 1
“these confidential plans have depended 
on the breakwater going in and that is 
still the stumbling block...”
A revised layout - one that' will 
overcome the objections of property 
owners to the north - is being assembled. 
Ward said, “and this will be presented 
to the town soon.”
Meanwhile, Ward told members that 
while he was glad to have been of service 
he felt he “must move dovvn and let 
someone new carry the ball, to work 
with the mayor, hopefully, on a 
friendlier basis than I have been able to 
achieve.’’
He recommended chamber president 
Ray Moore and executive director Gary 
Wilson replace him on the ad hoc 
committee and members approved a 
'motion'; By' Mrs:' Joan Deare to^ that 
■'■effect.'^'-'
Recapping briefly. Ward said detailed 
studies of the breakwater were made in 
1978, funds were raised and a number of 
meetings held with both provincial and 
federal officials. This culminated, he 
said, in an application by the chamber to 
the federal government in March, 1979, 
for funding the breakwater under the 
Marine Assistance Plan.
Simultaneously, the matter was 
presented to the town to carry the ball 
from then on with assistance from the 
chamber. Ward explained. “This was 
necessary in order to qualify for federal 
funding assistance, and there was also 
items in the application the town would 
have to deal with - parking, zoning, 
management, etc.. Ward said.
TBe province, meanwhile, requested 
sinnlar input from the town as they were 
inferested and Had'-furids available for 
• the breakwater p^roject, he said. :: V f
2405 BEACOPI AVE., Sidney
(Upstairs in the Town Square)
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Judge Harold Alder has 
ordered a psychiatric 
examination for a 22-year- 
old Oak Bay man charged 
in the Nov. 5 holdup of a 
Brentwood Credit union.
Alder said he needed 
more information following 
a bail hearing Dec. 11 in 
Victoria provincial court 
for Marcel Victor Poupart, 
2065 Goldsmith,
Poupart was charged 
with armed robbery and 
using a firearm during a 
holdup after nn incident at 
the Saanich Peninsula 
Savings and Credit Union, 
7103 West Saanich Road.
Alder remanded Poupart 
in custody for evaluation 
untillater tliis week.
1-egal Aid lawyer Barry 
Malt Ming reserved 
Poupiiri’s election of trial 
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Gourthotise needed
CHUMCH DIRECTORY
ATTEND THE CHURCH 
OF YOUR CHOICE 
THIS SUNDAY
sip»
“It i.s my very great pleasure to advise that 
a provincial magistrate’s court will be 
reopened in Sidney on September 1, 1979. As 
you know since the closure of the previous 
magistrates court nearly five years ago, the 
people of Sidney have made strong 
representations to the government to have 
this much-needed facility opened.”
Saanich Peninsula short of water? From this photo it appears quite the opposite as 
irrigation pipe sits in foot of water in Central Saanich field.
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Sunday Masses 




10030Third St.. Sidney 
(while under construction) 
Saturday Ma,ss only 
7 p.m. at St. Paul’s 
United Church 
2410 Mala view
This announcement was made in a letter 
dated March 31, 1979, addressed to the 
mayor of Sidney and council. The 
correspondent was Hugh Curtis, our local 
MLA, and a cabinet minister.
Letters to the editor
Home long needed
As of now, there is still no courthouse. And 
still no definite date for one. Mr. Curtis’s 
latest pronouncements in the matter place the
date of opening “sometime in the New
Year”. Which could mean Jan. 31 - or, by 
anotherinterpretation, Dec.^1, 1980.
Replying to the charge of politicking, Mr. 
Gurti“lvas rightly adrnitted the charge, and
The point of this recital is not to belabour 
Mr. Curtis unduly. Indeed, from remarks 
attributed to Deputy Attorney-Geineral 
Richard Vogel, who is reported by a Sidney 
lawyer to have said the courthouse is “far too
Costly“ and “a question ofpdlitics”, it seems
that if matterk were left in the hands of the 
attorney general’s department the courthouse 
would be a dead duck.
said: “It is politics in the very bestisense of 
the word”. Exactly. The present government 
is broadly in favor of the kind of decen-
,/V-
Tralisatibh the cburthbuse would represent
, ' .................................... ■ ■....... ..which is also what the majority of persons 
here wish. And it is an MLA’s job to go in to 
bat for his constituents when they are blocked 
by the bureaucrats.
But the reason for the present delays is still 
“shrouded in mystery. Apparently, all 
red tape with the exception of some 
questions” has been dealt 
with, “hen there is some cryptic talk about
Docs that mean judges? We wonder.
In reference to your article titled Zoning Reque,st 
Tabled, in The Review a few weeks ago. 1 would like to 
clarify some of the statements made in that article as I 
feel that council has been misinformed, and un­
derstandably have tabled the zoning request made by 
Mrs. Watson for an eight-patient home.
« The request /or zoning was to house the emotionally 
disabled person, NOT the mentally retarded per.son as 
stated in your article.
• Tom Newton, social worker for the mental health 
boarding home program in Victoria has given his 
approval of the application.
• There are NO mentally retarded persons in Mrs. 
Wat-son’s home, rather there are two geriatric persons 
aged 84 and 97, as well as one emotionally disabled 
per.son aged 60.
• I would hope that North Saanich council will do .some 
more homework, seeking out persons .such as myself 
or Mr. Newton, or long term care professionals who 
can provide them with accurate information from 
which they can then be in a position to vote on.
I don’t feel that Mrs. Watson’s qualirications are the . 
i.ssuc here. Our boarding home program is well 
supervised and operators have continual access to 
■ various professionals (sqcial worker, nurse, oc- 
; cup^ional' therapist, long term care, doctor and 
" psychiatrist).
Here in Victoria we have so few community mental 
' health support systems; the one being housing. There 
are only three in yictdria and; none on the peninsula 
y dr in Sidney. Mrs. Watson’s woujd be the first mentaU 
health boarding home past Elk Lake and one that is
long needed. ................
in order for community rnentarhealth to exist — the 
community must support it. 1 am sure that once 
North Saanich council has; done its homework and 
obtained accurate information there will be nc 
further delays. And my hat goes off to Mrs. Watsor, 
with a big thank you.
Ms. Paula Leslie, R.P.N, 
commuiiity nurse, 
-y Saanich Mental Health Centre.
dogmatic demand by a minority of French Canadians in 
Quebec - to change or dilute the influence of our 
language.
If people want to learn French, let them go aliead, but 
don’t let them expect that we, the taxpyaers of B.C. and 
Canada, should pay for schools and teachers out of our 
pockets. "V
If they wish to learn to speak French let them pay for 
the teaching themselves. Next they’ll be demanding 
wholly French - speaking radio stations - and then 
French street signs, and then French bus and tran­
sportation signs.
They (the goons) the liberals (with a little 1) the do- 
gooders, the freedom lovers (who have never had to 
fight for it, but only talk about it) are diluting and 
giving our culture away. By their generosity to the 
“boat people”, their millions of dollars to C.U.S.O. - 
more millions to Nkruma and the black nations in 
Africa, who at the drop of a hat laugh at us and insult 
our nation, are gradually breaking up our unity.
The mixing of languages and races, the immigration 
of colored peoples, does not bring peace and happiness 
to our people — it only brings trouble and discontent. If 
I may do so, 1 recommend all Canadians read a book by 
Doug Collins called “Immigration”, before we all 
suddenly wake up and find that Vancouver, Victoria 
and most of our big cities and some of our small have 
the race riots and problems that Los Angeles, San 
Francisco, New York and many other cities in the 
■;:U.S.Ajhave.:'“ ■•
■ And it rpight be a good idea to also read Comrhander 
;Andre^sr g^ilingualToday - French Toniorrow”. You, - 
might riot agree wk^^ him, but you’ll not be able to deriy 
that pockets of French Canadian .jjeople in Ontario, 
Manitoba, and Saskatchewan, and B.C. too, I believe, 
have already forced these different provincial gover­
nments to pay fo.r (oiit of the taxes paid for by a 
majority of Anglo Canadians) French-only schools, and 
French - only radio stations.
Bill Rose
' 8 - 9960 3rd Street,
Sidney.
Unpleasant realities
There are several judges operating out of 
the Victoria courthou.se. We presume that 
none of them is falling over himself to be 
given the “junior” as,signment of Sidney, 
away from professional and social contacts in 
Victoria. If such is the case, it might be 
opportune for someone to drop the hint that 
there are other postings. Such as Fort St. 
John...
"^Biggest higoU claim
Given that Mr. Curtis has served notice the 
courthouse is to be a reality, the question has 
now become one, not of politicking, but of 
“bureaucratic shuffle”. But this courthouse 
is needed. Haying to go to Victoria is a waste 
of time, and an expense, both for our local 
RCMF and for those people who would 
utilise a local courthouse, whether for small 
debts problems, that drunk driving charge, or 
some family problem.
Rc: the recent article in The Review on French im­
mersion.
If those jieoplc, who are basically defending their way 
of life - tile Anglo Canadian way of life arc bigots 
then I claim to be the biggest and best bigot of them all.
If to be a bigot, you have to be one who gets up on his 
hind legs and defends what is his, his way of life — his 
language then 1 first became a bigot in 1939, With a 
couple of million other men I decided that 1 didn’t want 
to spettk German — you know what happened. Today, 1 
don’t want to be speaking French tomorrow.
Make no mistake, these applicatioiui for French 
instruction in our schools are the thin ends of the wedge, 
I know that Canada now has two official languages, but 
1 sec no reason wiry v/e, Anglo Canada, slronkl accept a
Although somewhat belatedly, I wish to thank you 
for your generous and complimentary editbrial of Nov, 
14. A big plus should also be given to your paper for the 
fair and non-partisan coverage of the recent municipal 
elections in Sidney and Central Saanich.
This was my first try at politics, and I mu.st confess 
that, although 1 very much enjoyed and treasure the 
experience, 1 also came face to face with some rather 
unpleasant realities. People seem to respond much more 
readily to a negative or at Ica.si static approach to issues 
than they do to a positive and constructive viewpoint.
It is much easier and, in general, more .successful for 
one to criticize and attack than to be progressive and 
look at the future. Recently published letters to the 
editor in The Review bear me out.
Another point I would like to touch on is the 




Fw some it’s a I line to remember. For 
other’s it's a time to forget, ,
' Many of us sec Christmas as an occatiion 
for family reunion, for giving a little niore 
and loving a little more than the demands of 
modern life make possible during the rc.st of 
the year.
m YEARS A(iO THIS WEEK:
From the Dec. 18,1919 Issue.
l lterc were several kinds of excitement at the Sidney 
Trading Co,'s store last Saturday afternoon for the 
small hoys and girls when Santa Claus paid his annual 
visit to that establishment.
The little ones (and big ones, too) received Santa with 
much entlmsiasm, and he was kept very busy during his 
stay distributing candles, oranges, etc., and receiving 
numerous letters and parcels from the children,
Iking an up-to-date .Santa Claus, he left in his 
automobile for other scenes after having made a large 
number of cliildren very happy.
Dr. W.W, Bryce, nccompnuied by Mrs, Lisle,
Bui for olhers — (ho.se who arc alone 
will be time to forget.
it
1.,'
It may sc“tt trite to remind our rcader.s of 
this other side to Christmas the sorrow as 
well tt,s the joy. But it’s verymuch a part of 
Christmas that we should seek lo rrmke others 
merry a.s well a.s merrymaking ourscl ve.s.
Foi'lunately, there are many groups and 
individuals ihc Salvulioii Army i,s ouiy one 
•— who now practice what they preacli in this 
respect. But not everyone responds to 
oigauised gioup.s. TIauk foi u aiuiacni, Wlint 
about the person next door, or in the apar­
tment below. Why not invite them to .share a
$0 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK:
From Ilie Dec. 19,1929 Issue,
Hydro power on Vancouver Island may be a problem 
nowadays, bnl 50 years ago B.C. Elcciric (B.C. Hydro's 
forerunner) wns advertising Christmas gifts alongside 
local merchants. One snclr ad in the 1929 Review read: 
"Give somciliing electrical; sure to please, always 
useful: Here arc some good suggestions; irons, toasters, 
percolators, grills, lamps, waffie irons, wasliers, 
ironers, heaters, healing pads" and on and on,
M) YEARS AGO Tim WEEK:
From the Dec, 21,1949 Issue.
riu; Review enjoyed its largest issue ever published as 
a regular publication un this date — a full 16 pages. 
Inside was a story where a Pender Island man planned 
to have salmon for Christmas dinner. „
“Robin Pollard of Pender Island Is going to have 
salmon for his Christmas dinner, if The Rcvicw’.s guess 
is right. He went fishing last week apd brought home a 
record catch.
“Tlie angler chose the waters in the vicinity of 
Browning Harbor for his activities and cauglrt three 
spring salmon: the largest one tipping the scales at nn 
even 29 pounds, and lire other two weighing 19 pounds 
each."
40 YEARS A GO THIS WEEK:
From (he Dec. 20,19.39 Issue.
A three-act play in costume, " Fhc Princess and tlic 
Fnchamer", was the feature Item on the full two-ltour 
program presented Thursday night by pupil's of .Sidney 
<ehooHn Snii-ey's Hall
Included on the program were recitations, songs and 
carols by different grades and dances. During In-
20 YEARS A GO THIS WEEK:
From Ilie Dec. 22,1959 Issue.
North Saanich chamber of commerce Is still making 
plans for the establishment of a miniature train on 
pnenmatie tires to link the Inicrnatlonid ferry service 
using the new Sidney Wharf with the community.
Plans arc under way for the manufacture of a .small 
locomotive and trailer to re.scmhle a train,
JO YEARS AGO THIS WEEK:
FromllieDee. 17,1969ii*»ue.
Mr.s, Ulsie McAulcy, of 110-2360 Henry Ave,, was the 
holder of a 29 hand in a recent cribhaae aamc with her 
husband Bill. Needless to say she won the game, 
jMso present W'crc Mr*, Margaret Haysvard ond Mrs, 
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A warm welcome to all.
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& All AngeEs 
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"With Christ at heart 
ami yon in mind,"
ST. ANDREW’S 
CHURCH
%86 Third St., Sidney 
Sunday, Dec. 23rd 
8:00 a.m. Holy
Communion 









11:15 a.m, Family 
Christmas Communion
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6843 Central Saanich U«l{. 
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7:00 p.n), Chi istmas 
—■ and after 
Pastor Darrel Eddy 
II.A.B.D. 656-6791
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All it was, on the surface, 
was an application on 
behalf of the Tsartlip 
■Indian Band to dump 
sewage from a proposed 
collection system on the 
reserve into the Central 
Saanich collection, 
treatment and disposal 
complex.
But there’s more to it 
than that and the im­
plications, ecologically and 
otherwise, are far-reaching.
To go back a bit; One of 
the reasons for the 
development of the Central 
Saanich sewage system, 
which went into operation 
after a 1970 referendum 
authorized the e.xpenditure 
of $2,500,000, was to end 
and prevent pollution of
of Brentwood Bay. Flushing action in this body of water is 
minimal and, because of the lack of motion in the water, it 
is prone to contamination.
The Central Saanich system was designed for a 
population of 21,000 people — far beyond the needs of the 
population, about 7,000 at the time it was constructed, and 
even beyond the immediately foreseeable requirements (the 
official community plan calls for a population of some 
14,000 in five years).
To prevent pollution of Brentwood Bay it was decided, 
and not without a lot of agonizing, to carry the sewage four 
mites or so across the Saanich Peninsula and dump it, after 
treatment, into the ocean on the east side of the peninsula.
The system was designed to carry waste from Brent­
wood, Saanichlon, Keating Ridge and Turgoose Point — 
and the Indian reserve.
But, of course, it carried nothing from the reserve which 
has no sewage collection system within its boundaries. 
From the reserve, on the shores of Brentwood Bay, there 
has been seepage into tlie ocean from septic tanks and, in 
some cases such as that of the camp grounds, open waste 
pits.
Band auihdrities were quite cognizant of the need for a
collection system and have been in negotiation with the 
federal department of Indian affairs for a long time. Now, 
it seems, enough money — it has always been a question of 
money — has been released to bring the reserve up to the 
level of the remainder of the Central Saanich community. 
The new system, which will cost about $500,000, will 
service about 1(X) houses and the school complex and, of 
course, the camp ground operated by the reserve.
The additional load of sewage on the Central Saanich 
system will pose no problem as most of the mains and 
trunks are designed for a load much larger than that they 
are required to carry.
Why hasn’t this happened before? Well, who knows? 
Perhaps the federal people didn’t care enough or, perhaps, 
the band authorities didn’t press hard enough. In the final 
analysis it all seemed to come down to a matter of bucks 
and budgets. In any event, it looks as though the project 
will now go ahead and that is good.
This will be our last issue before Christmas so let me wish 
my readers the compliments of the season. 1 have never 
been quite sure what that means but, whatever it means, 
accept them. It’s the conventional thing to do and we’re
nothing if not conventional.
Writing this column is a source of satisfaction to me. 1 
have written columns before for other publications but 
never have I been so close to the people who read the paper. 
Writing a column for a daily means that you rarely get any 
feedback from your readers. If they do communicate with 
you it is usually through the editor. The readership on a 
daily is so large and diffused and impersonal that you 
sometimes feel that you are throwing your words into a 
void.
It isn’t that way in Sidney. Write something here that 
someone doesn’t like and you are quite liable to be button­
holed on the street and called to account. Readers on a 
community newspaper feel that they should have direct 
access to the people who write their paper and they make 
their feelings known loud and clear. And that, of course, is 
the way it should be.
And, of course, the feedback isn’t always negative. 
People are generous with their praise and approbation 
when they feel you have done a good job and that is 
rewarding.
So . . . writing this column is fun for me and 1 hope that 
you, too, get something from it.
Unpleasant
realities
Continued from Page 4 
poor turnout at the polls. 1 find it incredible that nearly 
three quarters of the eligible voters could not muster the
motivation and energy nor find the time to exercise their 
franchise and choose the men and women who, for the 
next two years, will make decisions that will directly 
affect their day-to-day lives and the lives of their 
children.
Municipal elections are enormously important. 
Democracy, by definition, is “government by the 
people”, but it wilts and loses by default when the 
people cannot even be bothered to exercise their basic 
right and cast their ballots!
V.A. Preto 
6393 West Saanich Road
More at stake
Re: French immersion in schools. 1 do not understand 
just why Canadian taxpayers should have no pay for 
children with a special talent for languages to go to 
French.immersion schools any. more than they should 
have no no pay for equally talented children to attend 
art, ballet, drama or music schools because they excel in 
those subjects.
1 fully approve of having French properly taught in 
all grades in public schools but anything beyond that 
; should be the responsibility of the parents of the gifted 
‘ child, for why should we pay for ithe favoured few?.;;
' French irnrnersion schools niay in time put the jobs of 
English?- speaking teachers in? jeopardy. Be;^^eful.
;; There may be more at stake than the mere training of a : 
child. ^
‘Unlimited energy
puts Penair on top
There’s a quiet revolution taking place at Penair on 
Vei ling in Central Saanich.
Company president and general manager John^ 
Fisher, 39, says his company has “tapped the source- 
of unlimited energy” but he’s not talking about- 
nuclear fission or solar heat. That “unlimited energy”- 
comes from the firm’s employees who, since Sep-, 
tember, have had a stake in the business.
with me.”
Their only risk, Fishers says, was the money tl 
put into the company. They didn’t have to sign e
guarantees.
And because they’re shareholders, workers no 
longer consider their jobs to be a drudgery — they’re 
more vital and more interested in what they’re doing at 
work and at home, Fisher says.
By the end of September several people had paid 
their money into the new venture - and Penair was 
underway. Now, after three months, Fisher says 
production has increased and the company is doing 
well.
He describes the potential of the employee-owned 
company as “unlimited because we’ve tapped asource 
which is unlimited and which is an inner rather than an 
external source.”
Ann Jackson 
8273 Alec Rd. 
R.R. 2 Saanichlon
Largest donation to Christmas Bureau's Peninsula hapiper drive 
sponsored by The Review came this week from First Tsdt^ip^ 
and Cubs of Sidney. Representing some 75 cubs and 47 Beavers and 
displaying donations are: [left to right] Mark Richards, Jason Whyte 
and Craig Robson. '
The tra.ts,formation — from the old company.
Peninsula sfieet Metal owned by Moe Schiller, to the 
new company, Penair (Peninsula Air Conditioning 
and Sheet Metal Ltd.), now owned by workers - began 
back in August when Fisher,w^^^ was general 
manager, learned Schiller was going to close down the 
operation.
He asked Schiller for an opportunity to “put 
something together with a view to taking oyer the 
? operation”;-and-got it.vf;’, a'-a
Fisher reasoned that the best and surest way of 
creating a “people machine” interested in the business 
was to have employees as shareholders.
“That way,” he says, “people also have the op­
portunity to expand themselves as human beings.”
He says he “chose that route as a philosophy bit it 
was like pulling teeth trying to get the message 
across.”
“But the big change here is in the mental attitude. 
This business is now part of an employee’s life - I’y^e 
seen them work to midnight just because they’re in­
terested in what they’re doing.
“The dividend they’re going to be paid - that's 
insignificant.”
He comes back to his philosophy. “I firmly believe 
man’s potential is unlimited. It is limited only by his 
conception of himself and the opportunities he makes 
' for himself. '■
“This very room,” says Fisher, waving his hand to 
include the board room, “is most important because it- 
is here we sit down as a group. It’s where we meet and ; 
plan strategy and discuss the heed lor coTopeiatioiv;’’;;:
He points to a poster on the wall which reads: “Cor/v 
operation, communication, co-ordination”, and 
stresses: “Co-operation is the key to a bunch of people:
■ like tis:’’'^ '''-y'''- "''s'>>'•s.’.' y
For Paul Doyle, the 
golden opportunity of a 
lifetime has fallen smack in 
the middle of his lap. The 
25-ycar-old Doyle, 9183 
East Saanich Rond, has 
been selected from more 
than 7,000 applicants to 
join the Continental Singers 
—- a Christian singing group 
— on lour this summer.
“I’ve always had the 
desire to travel, sing and 
spread the word of .Icsus,” 
said Doyic in an interview 
this week.
Doyle said lie first heard 
of the California-based
audition tape.”
Doyle said the ap­
plication was screened very 
carefully and he was hand­
picked from the tape he 
.submitted and the required 
recommendations from two 
singing teachers and his 
pastor.
“You h.'ivc to be good,” 
lie explained frankly. 
“Basically, if you aren’t 
any good they won’t take 
you-”
A resident of Sidney for 
1.5 years, Doyle has had 
previous singing experience, 
including a stint with l.)p 
Witli People -- another
singing group.
But with the Continental 
Singers he will have the 
chance to tour ihroughout 
North America, including 
lengthy stays in both the 
U.S. and Ctmada.
His reason for applying 
to the singing group is 
straight forward: “1 per­
sonally believe the doors are 
closing for Christian 
ministry faster these dayri 
than anything, and thni the 
only door left open is 
music. It is one of the last 
frontiers and can piay a 
major role in our lives,"
Doyle suggested it is time
Christian music became 
more popular. “It has a 
good message and is life 
changing,” he said.
He said he expects the 
tour with the Continental 
Singers to stimulate his 
personal spiritual growth 
tlirough' daily Bible study 
and pi'iiyci.
However, he has run into 
one problem — money. In 
order to take part in the 
tour, Doyle must put up 
one-half tlic total cost of his 
expenses on the tour —- 
some $2,230.
lie expects to do tliis 
through local sponsorship
and by saving money from 
his present job. “If I don’t 
gel the money I can’t go,” 
he said.
Sponsorships will be 
accepted by contacting 
Doyle at 656-2041 or 595- 
034()(until .Ian. 1, 1980.).
Convincing people they can be their own bosses 
wasn’t easy but Fisher says he was guided by his 
original thinking and certain basic principles.
“If workers aren’t interested in what they’re doing 
and if they don’t consider themselves to be important 
to the business - for them, work is a drudgery.
“Too often I’ve seen people work for a long period 
for a company and then when they leave, what do they 
get? A pat on the back and down the road they go.”
Fi.shcr says his intention is to “try and alter that.” 
He managed to raise the capital he required to sign an 
agreement with Schiller, then met with a group of 
workers. “I was able to say ‘Here you are, guys, here’s 
my money and here’s an agreement, negotiated and 
signed by Peninsula Sheet Metal’.
“I told them we needed a certain amount of dollars
and presented the idea to them as being in partnership
' ; George Schellenberg is 6ne:bf the employees riding ? 
high how he’s a very real part of the business. -lEs ' 
great to see employees, in their working clothes sitting 
around the boardroom table discussing financial 
statements, he says.
Everyone works hard, no one watches the clock, he 
, says. - A;,'
Penair is unique. It’s the only employee-owned firm 
in the Greater Victoria area where workers help make 
decisions and have access to the books. Another 
unique feature — between them, employees belong to 
a total of four separate unions.
Says Fisher, “if an employee walks out of here after 
a few years, he’d have more than a gold watch to take 
with him. People will be able to sell their shares and 
take home a substantial cheque. ” r.
Currently, eight of the 25 employees are A-type 
shareholders - the people taking the initial risks. They 
have voting power . By the end of the month Fisher 
expects to have a percentage of B-type shares available 
for permanent employees who v/ill have the option of 
purchasing shares on some basis - perhaps by salary 
deductions.
to, qualify, says Fisher, “employees have to here for 
a while (one year) - and we have to be satisfied with 
them and they have to be satisfied with us.”
T
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Icnded a concert staged at n 
church in Victoria, 
Following the concert he 
went bnekstage and 
niiditioned for the tour this 
sulnmcr, “I snug three 
songs, and took home n kit 
which I Inter filled out and 
sent away with S15 and an
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The latest export: 
5-pin bowling
Start thinking of things that are distinctly Canadian 
and some obvious choices come to mind.
For instance there’s maple sugar, maple trees and, 
of course, an ice hockey team from Toronto called the 
Maple Leafs. There are also red-coated policemen on 
horseback, rye whisky and those furry little animals 
that chop trees with their teeth and build dams.
And then there’s five-pin bowling.
Along with lacrosse and ice hockey it is one of 
Canada’s national sports. Five-pin bowling is a 
variation of the popular world wide sport of bowling 
and is unique to Canada.
“Sometimes people in Canada take it for granted 
that everyone in the world bowls five-pin. But it just 
isn’t true,’’ says Sid Manning, a spokesman for 
bowling headquarters in B.C.
. “About 90 percent of the bowling in this province is 
five-pin yet you can’t even take a five-pin ball across 
the border into the United States,” he adds, that 
statement partially explains why the popular sport is 
unique to Canada.
When Americans bowl they bowl 10 pins. They use 
a larger ball to knock down larger and heavier pins on 
an alley that operates solely with equipment designed 
for the lO-pin game. Since the businessmen who 
manufacture 10-pin equipment don’t want to allow 
any competition from north of the border, strict rules 
prohibit the operation of five-pin centres in the U.S.
Five-pin bowling’s Canadian roots can be traced 
back to the turn of the century and Toronto where the 
game was actually invented.
> Until 1910 the popular sport in Canada was 10-pin 
bowling. The game had developed as a nine-pin game 
and flourished in the U.S. but at the turn of the 
century the U.S. government banned the game as part 
of crackdown on gambling.
' An extra pin was soon added to create a new game
and void the ban. So everyone on both sides of the 
border bowled 10 pins.
But then Tommy Ryan, a bowling centre proprietor 
in downtown Toronto got an idea.
It seemed a large part of Tommy’s clientele were 
employees at a downtown department store. The 
employees would come to Ryan’s centre to bowl on 
their lunch hour.
So Tommy Ryan invented five-pin bowling - a game 
that used a smaller, easier to handle ball and took 
considerably less time to play than its 10-pin cousin.
Now women could play the game more easily. Pin 
boys could do their job easier. And proprietors around 
the country could see the financial advantage of 
converting to five pins. So the conversion was made.
Now the small ball game is played across Canada 
with little variation from province to province.
In the Maritimes there is a game called candlepin. 
There the small ball is used to knock down 10 pins that 
are taller and thinner than the normal 10-pin. Quebec 
is famous for its duck pin game which uses a shorter 
pin but employs the same small ball as its other 
Canadian cousins.
Now, as we enter the 1980s the gauntlet has been 
picked up and the challenge of getting the small ball 
game recognized around the world has been accepted.
In August of 1980 the International Bowling 
Association will hold its first “small ball competition” 
in Manila, the Philippines. Bowlers from aroUnd the 
world will compete in the four recognized small ball 
games - candlepin, five-pin, hard belly duck pin, and 
rubber-band duck pin.
Perhaps it is the first step in the exporting of 
another Canadian sport around the world. Perhaps, 
like hockey, five-pin bowling will catch on and be 
enjoyed by people around the world.
Avie Stubbington jubilantly signals goal for Sidney Freight during last weeks contest between Freight and 
Shelboume Texaco.
BWITATIONAL TOURNEY
: fiS By fTornCronk
'In senior boy’s AA 
com petition, 1 as t wee k, 
Parkland Panthers played 
three games; and : were 
defeated each time.
Mount Douglas School’s 
invitational tournament 
was the site of the first and 
second games, Dec. 13 and 
14. In their opener, the 
Panthers only stayed close 
to a tough Nanaimo squad 
during the first quarter of 
play, and in a difficult third 
quarter they were held to 
only one point.
Although the Panthers
matched Nanaimo poiht- 
for-point during fhe final 
quarter, the game ended 69- 
40 in favour of Nanaimo.
Nanaimo’s Kirk; Kelly 
and Parkland’s John 
Ibbotson each posted 17 
points; for their respective 
squads during the contest.
In gtune two of the 
tournament the Panthers 
were tied with Hillside at 
the end of the first quarter, 
and were only down three 
points at the half, 35-32.
Disaster in the form of an 
ankle injury to Dexter 
Williams, definitely hurt
the Panthers, and Hillside 
took a commanding 52r38 
lead in the third quarter, 
and finished the game with 
a 77-60 victory.
Tony Wild and Mike 
Snow each pumped in 12 
points for Hillside, while 
John Ibbotson scored 24 
points for the Panthers. 
Ibbotson was credited with 
a good performance despite 
his fouling out late in the 
contest. Allan Benn scored 
12 points for the Panthers 
during the game.
Parkland took the early 
lead in their third game of
"Mm a friend
This year, your friendly neighbourhood bus 
will bo operating on every day of the holidays. Take it around to visit 
friends and relatives. And have a happy holiday.
.Saanich Peninsula (Sidney and Swarti: Bay)
the week, logging ; a 16-8 
score at tke end of the first 
quarter against Courtenay 
,,Dec.l6.';’
Despite the home floor 
advantage and possibly 
because Dexter Williams 
was still missing from the 
line-up, the Panthers lost 
the lead even before the 
half. In the third quarter 
the Panthers managed only 
three hoops, and lost the 
game at that point.
Courtenay was held to 
three hoops and one free- 
throw in the final quarter 
but the Panther offensive 
was too little, too late. 
Courtenay emerged the 
victors, 60-53.
John Ibbotson was the 
high scorer for the Panthers 
once again, with 18 points, 
and he also gained the most 
rebounds — 14 in total.
Allan Bonn scored 14 
points for the Panthers as 
did Ron Short for the 
Courtenay squad, but the 
high scorer for the entire 
game was Courtenay’s Rob 
Boeltcher, with 34 points.
Jeff Shaw lies prone bn ice of Panorama Leisure Centre after being accidently felled by blow from stick during 
Bantam game between Peninsula and Saanich, Dec. IS. Jeff was taken to hospital to ensure there was no 
serious injury, and then released. Saanich won the game 6-2.
Vikings named 
to all star STANDINGS
Viking soccer stars Dave 
Secco, Ted Van Waes and 
Peter Zachary have been 
named to the 1979-80 
Canadian Interuniversity 
Athletic Union all- 
Canadian soccer team by 
the Canadian Inter­
collegiate Soccer Coaches 
Association.
Midfielders Secco and 
Zachary were selected to the
ClAU first all-star squad, 
while goalkeeper Van Waes 
made the second team 
roster.
All three were recently 
chosen as 1979-80 Canada 
West University Athletic 
Association all-stars and 
were l ea m in ales
representing Canada at the 
1979 World University 
Games.
Hore'o how wo run on the holidays.
Monday, Docembor 24 
Tuesday, Docembor 25 
Wednesday. Docembor 26 
Tuesday, January 1;
Regular Weekday service 
Sunday & Holiday service 
Sunday & Holiday service 






I Served Chrislma.s Day Boxing Day & New Years Day 
11:30 a.m. lo 8 p.m.
CONSOMME NOEL '■
CHOICE OTt Roast Tom Turkey 
Sage Stuffing 
Cranberry Sauce 
BAKED VIRGINIA HAM 
Hawaiian Style 
Creamed Cauliflower 
Baked Potato (wiih sour cream)
Baba An Rhum 
Coffee
Team GP W L T GF GA PTS
Travelodge 9 8 0 1 67 26 17
Sidney Freight 9 6 2 1 76 32 13
Hotel Sidney 9 2 7 0 40 89 04
Shelboume Texaco 9 1 8 0 36 71 02
Lending Scorers; G. A. PTS.
1. R. Smith Sidney Freight 18 10 28
2. K. Poskitt Travelodge 11 10 21
3. D. Gowan Hotel Sidney 10 10 20
4. A. Miller Sidney Freight 8 11 19
S. G, Burdge Sidney Freight 05 13 18
6. .1. Dowd Sidney Freight 01 17 18
7. Cl. Slumika Sidney Freight 10 .07 17
8. B. Coward Travelodge 04 13 17
9. T. Gibson Travelodge 10 06 16
10. T. Brooks Sidney Freight 08 08 16
11. A. Stubbington Sidney Freight 06 10 16
12. C.Chcudlc HotcrSidricy 08 07 IS
13. D. Tweedhope Travelodge 07 08 15
14. R. Eabbro , Hotel Sidney 07 08 15
15. D. Christie Travelodge 03 12 15
Dec. 10—Travelodge3 Hotel SidneyO







Team," " ('J.p, WINS.' U,)S.S
Harvey's Bicycles 115 2
Skhicy Movers 115 4
Cornish’s Book & Stationery 11 4 6
Cloverdalc Paint'N Paper h 4 , 6
FOB WEE DIVISION
Sidney Bakery 12 8 2
Mayer’s Steel Boats 12 6 3
Mary’s Coffee Bar 12 5 6
















Province Of British Columbln
Ministry of Municipal Affairs
Honourable William N. Vander Zalm, Minislor.
Sidney Pharmacy H 9 ", 3 0 16
Hob Whyte Marine 11 1 3 1 IS
C. Saan. Vol. Fire & Police H ' ■' 6 ■ 2, 3 ■ 15
Siilney LiDn.s 11 5 5 1 11
Saan. pj'‘n, rredit Uninn H " 1 ' 1 1 7
Canadian Legion n 1 10 0 ,2
PUP'IP DIVISION
I'.inrirt rurnlture 10 7 ■ ‘S 5 ..15'
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Dec. 2#h, 9;aim.^8 p.ni.^:'':
Dec. 25th Glased
Dec. 26th 12-6 p.m;.
Dec. 27th 9 a.m.-IO p.m.
Dec. 28th 9 a.m.°10 p.m.
Dec. 29th 9 a.m.-lO p.m.
Dec. 30th 9 a.m.-IO p.m,
Dec. 31st 9 Q.m.-S p.m.
Jan. 1st 12-6 p.m.
Page S THE REVIEW
Wednesday, December 19,1979
PHUy#UB|| loiis fiirlilerrii
Sclt “Bssti w 2
Sat««OYTw*®Y»'««'’ 
opprox.3%Cr«<>"'®'-Y 
Bu«or and Popup T>m*r
Fr©x@n. Ail sis®®
Ev5s4:®r0t®d_ ||§
SAFEWAY HAS A COMPLETE SELECTION OF 
:*BoRaless and Bone-In Hams ^Cottage Rolls '‘'Ducks 
^Roasting Chlckons *and Swift's Buttorball Turkoys.
Snackery. Frosen 1 lb. [454g] Package .......... ... ............
Gainers, Superior, 1 lb. [454g] Package............. I
donodo Grcicl@
REGULAR BRANDS, Young, 
Frozon. Eviscerated 
















MIXED VEGETABLES ^ 
KERNEL C0RRT-l'.t„.„
GREEN PEAS |907n1. ^
2 f.,»1.35
2 lb. bag





































Ray-O-Vac ’DVsize Package of 2 . . . . . . ... . . .
Safeway Econo Pak (4 pr) or Control Top 
(1 pr) Assorted shades & sizes OR SOCKS
Regular
Price










WEDNESDAY DEC. 19 • - .. . . . . . . ..
THURSDAY DEC. 20 .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
FRIDAY DEC. 21. ,
SATURDAY DEC. 22 . . . . . . . . . . . .
SUNDAY DEC. 23 . .......... .  . .
MONDAY DEC. 24 • . .
TUESDAY DEC. 25 XMAS DAY . . . . .. . . . . . . .
WEDNESDAY DEC.'26 BOXING DAY..... . . . . .
THURSDAY DEC. 27 . . .... ....... . . . . . . . ...
FRIDAY DEC. 28... . . .. ...      .. . . . :.
SATURDAY DEC. 29 . . .. . . . . . . .  . .
. 9 AM * 6 PM 
9 AM - 9 PM 
..9 AM . 9 PM 
..9 AM ^6 PM 
.9 AM - 6 PM 
- 9 AM * 6 PM 
. CLOSED 
■ CLOSED 
9 AM - 9 PM 
. 9 AM - 9 PM 




Jk "A Great Gift Idea” 6” Foiled Pot ...
#C .................——
Canada No, 1 Grade (63* kg).... . . ,,
3
„ ^ ,Viiir'i»v.«.kHjj^\ >'.'T ■mi.w;'*.ik-vT.--ni,'"r.?vTiyKr#if/" J-Sa V^. Wall >•“ viallllllu'*^>
ife*- f }U
Merry Christmas •’'i''* December is to 24 We reserve the right to limit quantities. &Im in retail quantities only.
to You from 
AllofUs 
at your Friendly 
Sidney





9786 - 2nd Street 
FAMILY BUTCHER SHOP
WE DO FREEZER PACKS - FREEZER ORDERS •
656-7535
VAGRANTS FIND HOME 
In Indonesia, during 
1979-80, use Canada is 
sponsoring 20 children at 
Kampus Diakonia, an 
institution founded as a 
home and vocational 
training centre for young 
vagrants.
Do not give a man a fish 
teach him how to fish
Family Restaurant
812 VERDIER, BRENTWOOD BAY
ISope yoBi strm in 
g«»o«S spirits this 
Ia4»li«lay seasoss.





11 a.m. CHIMESE FOOD
DINE IN - TAKE OUT
The need for food has always been a sharp 
goad to human intelligence. For untold ages, 
man has applied his wit's to getting things to 
eat. All his acumen in this field will be 
demanded by the end of this century, when 
the world is expected to have two billion 
more mouths to feed . . .
Food is so much a part of all existence, that, unless 
they do not have enough of it, people pay little at­
tention to what it is or where it comes from.
To the urban North American sitting down to his 
Christmas dinner this year, it matters not at all the 
turkey he will eat is a descendant of a bird of the 
pheasant family dating back 40 million years and first 
domesticated by the Aztecs of ancient Mexico, or that 
he will be consuming a salubrious dose of potassium, 
phosphorous and iron along with his mashed potatoes.
What matters is that there is good food and plenty
TOWM OF SIDNEY
MOTiCE
The Council of the Town of Sidney will host an “Open House” on 
January 1st, 1980, from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Council Cham­
bers, Town Hall, 2440 Sidney Avenue.
The Public is cordially invited to attend and meet the Members of 
Council to informally discuss municipal and other topics of 
mutual interest.
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
■ still only from $21.00 up
Mostly with full kitchens 
— at no extra cost.
Free parking
Downtown location
Weekly, monthly 8i farhily 
rates
For brochure and reservations write:
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
845 Hornbv St. , Voncouver, B.C. V6Z tVl or Phono oroo 604-48T-4751.
^School District^No, 63 (Saanich)
REGARDING ENROLLMENT AT 
GREENGLADE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
: :The Saanich School Boardvregrets that Greenglade’Elernentary School has now 
reached the maximum capacity set;by the Board of School Trustees, School 
District No. 63 (Saahich);Torthe balance of the 1979-80 school year. ' V :
Parents intending to enroll their children at this school are requested to contact 




The following schedule will be in effect commen­
cing Tuesday, January 1,1980 between Swartz 
Bay (Victoria) and the Outer Gulf Islands (Pender, 
Mayne, Gallano, Saturna) until further notice:
Morning Schedule Dally
to
CENTRAL SAANICH RESIDENTS 
SEASON'S GREETINGS 
a BEST WISHES 
from your
COUNCIL & STAFF
of it, well-prepared. ^ ■ a ^
But behind that traditional feast — and maeeo 
almost any meal in the developed world today — is a 
triumph of human ingenuity. , , _
Take the turkey; it is many, many times heavier than 
its Mexican ancestor thanks to scientific breeding and 
feeding practices which, we are told, will soon result in
a turkey as large as a pig. .
It reached our typical North American home 
through a combination of refrigeration and 
mechanized transport which a man of 100 years ago 
would have regarded as miraculous. Another near­
miracle of engineering was responsible for the elec­
trical or natural gas heat with which it is cooked.
To those who will enjoy that meal, it is next to 
inconceivable that any of its components could ever be 
unavailable. There is, for instance, no question of not 
being able to buy potatoes because blight or beetle
infcstaiions have wiped out the crop.
The supply of potatoes — and of all the other 
common vegetables of North America — is as reliable 
as it is plentiful. Modern methods of cultivation and 
di.sease and insect control have seen to that.
Then there is the cooking. Without giving it a 
passing thought, the lady of the house has at her 
command a stock of ingredients, equipment and 
expertise unknown to any but the premier master chefs 
of a century ago.
The most difficult feats of culinary art in years past 
are now a matter of routine. By looking no further 
than the wrapper of the turkey, she can ascertain how 
long it should be roasted at what temperature and, 
with a twist of a dial, she can summon up precisely
that temperature. ... u
The spices she uses in the stuffing arrived on her 
cupboard shelves in good condition from the far 
corners of the earth.
In short, the housewife and her family are the 
beneficiaries of a fund of knowledge about how to 
raise and prepare food that has been accumulating
since before history was ever recorded.
The need for food ~ and palatable food at that — 
has always been a sharp goad to thought. It gave man 
his first weapons, and thus set him on a different path 
of development from his fellow creatures. It put hirn.
to work at gaining control of his world.
It might be said'that science got its start when a 
cave-man noticed that a rhinoceros or buffalo bone he 
had used for fuel in his fire yielded a juicy marrow that 
was easier to extract and tasted better than the raw 
variety. This probably led him to throw a chunk of 
meat in the fire to see if he got similar results.
Or cooking may have been discovered by accident 
when a piece of meat dropped in the fire and a cave­
man recovered it. Either way, the eating of it was an 
essay in scientific research. r . .„.
' Certainly it' was a ; considerable scientific 
achievement when, something like 11,000 years ago, 
people learned how; to extract; food from what ap­
peared to be wild grasses.
Someone had to conceive the nbtidri that the tiny,
■ hard, starchy graink hidden within the rough seed, 
cases of wheat and barley would be edible if they could 
be separated from the chaff.
Even when the grain was extracted from the husks 
by toasting, it was tod hard and dry to be eaten, so it 
was then ground into flour and mixed with water to 
make a kind of porridge. . j
Later, whether by accident or design, it was found 
that this stuff was transformed into something more 
appetizing if it was flattened into a cake and laid on a 
hot stone beside the fire to make it solidify —so 
there was bread. * .
According to Reay Tannahill in her most in­
formative and readable book Food in History (Stein 
and Day, New York, 1973), the first known villages 
were formed around fields of wild grain in the Near 
and Middle East even before the wheel was invented. 
To save the toil of hauling the grain back to their
-V Swnrlz Bay S;3B am Lv Swartz Bay 9:45 am
Snturnn 6:40 Pondor 10:25
Mayno 7:20* Gniiano 11:05
Qallano 8:00 Mayno 11:35*
Ponder 8:45 Snturnn 12:15 pm
^r Swnrlz Bay 9:26 Pondor 1:05




. FrI. Sal. Sun.
I.V Swnilz Bay 3:16 pm 3:30 pm 3:15 pm
Ponder 3:66
Salurna 4:38 4:25
Moyrio, 11 SUB* 4:20 5:05*
Qallano 4:60 5:35
Ar Swartz fJny 0:00 6:00 6:40
Lv Swnitz Buy 6:18 6:16 0:55
Ponder 0:65 0:55 7:40
Ar Swartz Bay 7:36 7:38 8:15
Lv Swnrlz Day 7:46 7:45 0:25
1 (Sallano 0:50 0:50 9:35
Mayne 0:20* 0:20* 10:05*
Saturn.n 10:00 10K)0 10:45
Ar Swartz Bay 11:0S 11:06 11:50
♦Tinnalor point (or anturnn patrons abino to or (rom 
tho Mnininncl.









A new decade is 
beginning. New challenges 
and opportunities await 
Canadians to assist the 
needy in developing 
countries. One way you can 
channel your help is 
through use Canada. USC 
headquarters is located at 
56 Sparks Street, Ottawa.
distant caves, people had to stay together in
The social organism we now call the community 
then came into being, to be strengthened and refined 
when the villagers banded together to defend them­
selves against invaders who coveted their food but 
were less willing to settle down than they were.
Thus hand-in-hand with the genesis of society came
the genesis of war. _
The villagers had other competitors for food in 
addition to hungry human marauders. These were the 
wild animals that patrolled the fringes of the fields, 
eating up grain. In a classic exercise of human wits, 
people tamed these animals, which furnished them 
with meat, skin clothing and cooking vessels, tallow 
for lamps, dung for fuel, milk, butler nnH
The knowledge of how to produce more and better 
food expanded over the centuries. The science ol 
agronomy may have begun when some unknown 
farmer found that plants grew better if he covered the 
seeds with humus or manure. Since then incredible 
strides have been made in getting more out of the soil 
by various means.
One of the giants of agronomy was a Canadian, Sir 
Charles Saunders, who in 1904 perfected what has 
been called “the most valuable plant in history”.
This was a variety of wheat called Marquis which 
ripened early enough to avoid the sharp frosts of the 
Canadian prairies. Saunders followed it up with other 
varieties that would grow in a cold climate. Thanks 
mainly to him, western Canada has become one of the 
world’s great granaries. _
In the current century the North American con­
tinent has taken on the role of the earth’s chief 
provisioner. Recent advances in growing techniques, 
farm machinery and pest and disease control have 
spurred breathtaking leaps in productivity.
•The average North American farmer now produces 
enough food for something like 50 other people. That 
is about 10 times as much as he was able to supply 60
years ago. ^ >
Both Canada and the United States produce far 
more food than their populations consume; together 
they account for two-thirds of the world s cereal 
exports. But the food they produce is less valuable to 
the world than their knowledge of how to produce it. .
In the long run, the fate of the human race may
depend on food-producing expertise.
This combination of skill and knowledge has 
already accomplished much to save people in the 
developing countries from a life of hunger. In the 
1940s the Rockefeller Foundation of New York sent 
an agronomist named George Harrar to Mexico, a 
mainly agrarian nation which suffered from a chronic 
shortage of food. _
Working with an interdisciplinary team_ of 
; agricultural scientists, Harrar set out to help Mexican 
farmers help themselves. Within a few years tneir 
work in plant-breeding, soil management and crop 
• loss control had brought about' an immehse im- 
; provement iii agricultural yields. : , ;
■ p!-In the early T950s Goloiribia and Chile adopted the 
' Mexican program and iexperienced a; siniilar rise in
productivity. In 1955 an ambitious program modelled
on the one in Mexico was launched in India.
From then on, the “Green Revolution’^; spread 
around a hungry world.
Throughout the Green Revolution, the emphasis has 
been on adapting to local conditions and training local 
people in new methods.
The western scientists involved in it have heeded the 
old Chinese saying, “Do not give a man fish, teach 
him how to fish.”
Canadians have been active in the drive to provide 
more prolific and nutritious foodstuffs for future 
generations. In 1975 the Royal Bank of Canada s 
annual $50,000 award for contributions to human 
welfare went to two Canadian research scientists. Dr. 
R, Keith Downey and Dr. Baldur R. Stefansson, for
their work in developing rape-seed into a reliable high
protein food source.
The results of their efforts in rape-seed breeding are
now being successfully applied in various countries.
Although the Green Revolution has done wonders, 
no one pretends that it is the whole solution to the 
food problem which now faces humanity. By the end 
of this century, the world’s population is expected to 
rise from four billion to six billion. To feed all these 
people adequately, huge new strides will have to be 
made in a number of fields.
Tliis effort will tax liuman knowledge, intelligence 
iind determination to the fullest degree. But if history 
is any guide, the food jproblcm can and will be beaten. 
It is a matter of man applying ns much and more 
intelleciuul energy to the subject of food in the future 
ns he has in the past.
\
L.
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Seminars lo be held at the 
Insiiimc of Ocean Sciences, 
9H6f) West .Saanich Road, 
during December include 
the following:
Dec. 12 — a seminar 
sponsored by the Van­
couver Islund section of the 
Canadiitn Mcieorological 
and Oceanographic Society 
rcaturcs .lolin Knox, former 
director of ilic Atmospheric 
Environmcnl iicrvice, Title 
lYecipiituion over the 
nortliensl Pacific Ocean.
Dee. 18 — A.D. Booth- 
ilie prc-electronic age of 
computing.
All scmiiuits me at 3:05 
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Rotary Ann’s held an 
enjoyable Christmas party 
at the home of Mrs. Edna 
Bowles. Some 16 members 
and guests attended.
In the Christmas draw, a 
ceramic Christmas tree was 
won by Muriel Crowe, 
winner of the turkey was 
Dorothy MacLeod, and the
ham went to Pat Reda.
Each member con­
tributed a gift and card to 
be presented to the residents 
of the Mount Newton 
Crossroad Rest Home.
The January meeting will 
be held at the home of Mrs. 
Sadie Holloway.
Youngsters at Sidney elementary school were delighted and in­
trigued with performance by Four Seasons Theatre group. Members 





Cabaret — one of the 
best musicals in recent years 
— will be performed Jan. 9 
to 12 at McPherson Theatre 
by Grassroots Theatre 
Cornpany of Parklands 
school.
The boisterous musical, 
set in the 1930s, is directed 
by Grassroots artistic 
director Doug Bambrough. 
Musical director is Frances 
Pollet, choreographer is 
Gini Foley.
The cast of almost ICX) 
young people is headed by 
Debbie Power, who plays 
Sally Bowles, the American
Rebekahs,
jf'GddfdlmJvs.^
• Im^its; artnual^ppqrt do;;; 
Victoria ; Jod'^^5^ J^Jd 
Fellows and; Rebekah’sv 
extended cafe hospital 
committee made the 
following donations during 
;;1979:\''';"
Victoria Society for 
Recreation of Handicapped 
people, $500; two-way 
radio telephone for bus and 
van at Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital, $3,497.40; special 
treats for extended care 
patients at Gorge Road 
Hospital, $250; same for 
the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital, $250; text and 
learning boods to READ of 
Victoria, for people with 
special learning disabilities, 
$500; payment for radio­
telephone calls for July, 
August and September, 
$47.38.
The committee has 
promised to meet the 
following commitments: 
contract to wire wing 300 
for cablevision at Aberdeen 
extended care hospital, 
$1,171.92; three special 
wheelchairs for the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital, $1,872; 
purchase of a spcclnl 
projector for the Victoria 
Deaf and llard of Hearing 
Society, $900.
nightclub singer caught in 
the growing turmoil of Nazi 
Germany. The emcee of 
Cabaret is ingeniously 
portrayed by Mike 
Schaldemose, who per­
formed with the famous 
Smile Show in Victoria last 
summer. ;•
In recent years, Grass- 
rbots has presented an 
excellent array of musical 
shows, including Fiddler on 
the Roof, Oliver, Godspell 
and last year’s Hello Dolly.
: Curtain is 8 p.rn. nightly. 
Tickets from McPherson 
box office.
Our Christmas gift 
to you: continued service 
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100 ML FREE 
with 500 ML
brochure
Tlic Pcninsiiln Recreation 
Commission has distributed 
iis winter brochure but 
there are some problems 
says recreational 
programmer Tom Cardinal.
Unfortunately, there are 
some cliangcs in tlic 
bioeliurc, so its advisable 
to make u iihone call to the 
l'’anorma l.eisure Centre 
and make a check on up­
coming programs. Mistakes 
could include times, dates 
and fees for programs.
Meanwhile, registration 
for winter programs starts* 
Jan, 3 at 8 a,m.
There’s a Christmas 
party at the centre Dec, 22, 
7 to 9:30 p.m, .‘innln will he 
iheic and free door prizes 
will be held. Special 
Christmas pool-arena 
;v.Ticdu1e'- mny be pIcFfd up 
at the centre.
Cardinal says 1979 was 
"a great year for recreation 




Soivico and iso/v/c0S, that's 
our strength. It'8 your 
guarantee of sound money 
management.
Wo give your money all tho 
aecurily It needs — and all the 
Intorost it deserves. Fact Is, all 
credit union deposits and 
intorsst are protectod without 
limit,
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It looked for a minute 
Monday night as though 
Central Saanich municipal 
employees might have a 
holiday on Dec. 24 — but 
only for a minute.
A motion was on its way 
through council that the 
municipal office be closed 
but someone noticed that it 
was conditional on the fact 
that the municipal office in 
Saanich also be closed on 
that day.
“Saanich will be open,” 
planning officer Gay 
Wheeler said.
“Then , the motion 
















.Weight loss In cutting, boning and trimming will Increase the price
pound. • 
Mun"-Thiir. 8-5 p.m.; Fri. 8-6 p.m.; Closed Sat. & Sun._
island View Freezer Ltd,












Mf. Newton junior secondary student council representatives and 
staff sponsors display hampers filled with goods and toys donated 
from students in all grades. Each division was given a hamper and
donated as much as possible. Hampers will be picked up by the 
Salvation Army this week for distribution to needy families.
MACLEOD'S




Eveiy Friday Night till 9:00 p.m.





Capital Regional Board 
committee appointments 
were announced this week 
with few surprises.
Sidney’s Mayor Norma 
Seaiey was the only 
peninsula director to be 
named a committee 
chairman. She will head up 
the transit planning and 
management committee.
Seaiey was also ap­
pointed to the high profile 
finance and personnel 
committee, as well as the 
region al planning and 
economic development 
committee.
North Saanich Aid. 
Harold Parrott was also 
named to the regional 
planning ; and economic 
detelopment committee, in 
addition to the community 
health and social services 
committee, and the regional 
parks committee.,
Central Saanich Aid. 
Dave Hill was chosen to the 
solid waste management 
and sewage disposal 
^committeeL-:":
Tracy McKell, grade six student at North Saanich school, fishes through huge pile of clothes in school's lost and 
found. Unless clothes are claimed by Friday, they will be donated to the Salvation Army.
'\s?;
ftSidneysa^ieouncil’sB;- third; ? ’ After repeated calls by Mears Realty for rezoning 
public hearing on the Mayor Norma Seaiey for of a property across from 
tovyn’s community plan was writte'n or verbal briefs, the Beacon Avenue and the Pat 
the shortest to; date. It hearing was; declared Bay Highway was turned 
opened Monday night in terminated. Later in the down, 
council chambers at 7:30 evening the community 
p.m. and closed minutes plan was given second and 
after - although the third reading by council, 
chamber was packed with ‘In other council 
visitors. business, a request by Jack
' ' , , 1
L„ '
* V 1*1A .>?V'
Have a warm and wonderful ^ 
Christmas. 'We are delighted to 
have the opportunity to thank 
you for your patronage. We 
sincerely hope that the Yuletide 










All levels of obedience taught










To all our friends 
I and customers from
ARBUTUS PRESS
6SS-S3I6
Aid. Ross Martin, who 
moved the application be 
denied, said after a “long, 
painful and anguishing 
process” the community 
plan had no sooner been 
completed than council was 
asked to disrupt it.
The request to establish a 
motel, was not compatible 
with the community plan, 
he said.
•Saanich Cablevision 
received the go-ahead from 
council to televise meetings 
in the New Year. The 
former council had already 
given permission but Mike 
Stanlakc, for Cable 10, had 
to go the same route again 
because of the changes in 
council.
•A request for rezoning 
by Flint Motors, 2391 
Beacon, was granted. 
Gerald Flint informed 
council in a letter it wns his 
intention to relocate his 
automobile business from 
tlie Beacon location to a 
proposed new location at 
the corner of Second Street 
and Bevan.
Flint's property on 
Beacon would then become






REGULAR HOURS 9 am to 8 pm up to DEC. 23







•CHRISTMAS DAY •BOXING DAY oNEW YEARS DAY
SEE DS TOEv Y0D!% ISOLIDAY NEEDS
•PARTY ICE -MIX •CHIPS •DIP
available ; for redevelop- v 
fnent, and it was his plan, 
Flint wrote, to renovate it 
and extend the present 
building to house a block of 
retail stores and/or offices.
•Council approved a 
provisional budget of 
$1,190,500. Mayor Seaiey 
said it was “purely an 
interim and provisional 
budget and that extensive 
work will have to be done 
on the final one when it 
comes down.”
•Aid. Ben Either was 
council’s choice Monday 
night as a second ap­
pointment to the town’s ad 
hoc breakwater committee. 
Aid. Ross Martin is 
council’s other represen­
tative.
Martin told council he 
wasn’t quite clear “on 
whose initiation the 
committee meets and who 
the members arc.’’
You're the chairman, it’s 
up to you to call meetings, 
the mayor said.
Two members of the 
Sidncy-Norih Saanich 
chamber of commerce and 
a member of the town’s 
advisory planning com­
mission make up the ad hoc 
committee.
•Mayor Scalcy was 
“bombarded with phone 
calls” last weekend on the 
current Trident Aircraft 
.situation, she told council 
Mondiiy night. The mayor 
read one of two letters she’d
'f- I, ,
X^reetinssi
THE MAYOR, ALDERMEN AND STAPP QP THE
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
received asking for “ full 
vocal support” in the 
company’s battle to stay 
alive. (See Trident story ' 
page 1).
The letter implored the 
mayor and council to get 
behind Trident. Aid. Ross 
Martin said he was “ap­
palled the federal gover­
nment would support 
Trident up to a certain 
point and then indicate it 
would drop it...”
Aid. Ross Martin ob­
jected mildly to a statement 
in the letter which said little 
interest had been shown 
Trident by Sidney’s mayor 
or council. “I’m unaware 
of any invitation from 
Trident to visit the plant, 
and it’s unfair and untrue 
to say we’ve ignored their 
problems,” Martin said.
He said council originally 
supported the establishment 
of tlic aircraft company and 
he knew of no reason to 
“interfere in matters of 
Trident” although “it’s 
true there have been rumors 
the operation was shaky.”
However, Marllit said the 
community liad a "large 
stake in this issue and we 
should support the com­
pany as loyally and as 
strongly ns v/c can.”
Aid. Howard Norquay 
will be council’s 
representative at a meeting 
called by Trident workers 
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in 
Snnscha Hall,
ChrlsUims! Vim to dnnr 
dose family and friends 
and eelebrate the time- 
















Some of the more than 100 members of the Sidney Old Age Pensioners^ Organization enjoy Christmas dinner 
Friday afternoon.
Sidney council Monday 
night provided safeguards 
for the future so that the 
current situation at 
Greenglades elementary 
school does not occur 
again.
Sidney’s previous council 
this year has been criticized 
by Saanich school board for 
not informing it of a 
housing development next 
to the school, which has 
closed off its registration at 
126 students and is unable 
to accommodate other local 
children who want to attend 
school this year.
Cameo Developments 
Ltd. was permitted to build 
on about 30 acres. Some 50 
houses have already been 
built and another 44 are 
expected to be constructed 
next year, but the school 
board was not notified the 
development would take 
place.
Two motions by Aid. 
Ross Martin — the first that 
in future a copy of each
planned development be 
sent to the school district, 
the second, that the board 
and the town’s planning 
department get together, 
were approved by council.
Martin said he thought it 
was unfair of the board to 
“shuffle the whole 
responsibility onto us.” 
School District 63 had 
taken council to task for 
not advising the board the 
subdivision would be built 
in the Weiler area for 
having to close off 
registration at Greenglades.
Application for the 
development came to 
council in April, Seaiey 
said. “If the board had 
been notified then at least it 
could have obtained 
portable classrooms,” she 
said.
Meanwhile, signs will be 
posted on Greenglade 
school advertising the fact 
that enrolment has been 
closed for the balance of the 
year.
Commission a drawing of your boat or 
home by well known artist Terry Burnett.
A special gift, matted and sandwiched in glass. 





John Balfour, of Trail, 
B.C., grand chancellor of 
the fraternal order of 
Knights of Pythias of B.C., 
was the honored guest at a 
dinner prepared and served 
by Pythian Brother Eddy
Eng Oct. 10 in the Knights 
of Pythias Hall, Sidney.
After dinner an hour of 
fellowship was enjoyed, 
followed by a regular
meeting at 8 p.m.
The grand chancellor 
addressed the meeting, 
which was enjoyed by the 
24 members.present.
use SPONSORS GIRLS’ 
HOME
In 1979 use Canada 
opened the Thakurgaon 
Girls’ Home in Bangladesh; 
Sponsored solely by USC 
Foster Parents, the Home 
accommodates 25 girls •
For Ladies & Men
OPEN SUNDA Y, DEC. 23RD.
WIDE SELECTION OF LEATHER 
COATS, SUEDES & ULTRA 
SUEDES - ACCESSORIES ETC.
2497 BEACON AVE. 656-0331
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Home of SUPER eavingaB
in Downtown Sidney 
Across from Sidney Hotel
McCAIN 
22 OZ.
WE HAVE BEEN SERVING THE PENINSULA FOR 15 YEARS
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Lands and Housing Minister Jim Chabot 
visited Canora Road mobile home park last 
week to see manufacturers' display. Mayor 
Norma Seaiey, left, was in attendance. iiTo"
, \








Soup or Solad 
Roost Turkey and 
Chestnut Stuffing 
Cranberry Sauce 
Baked Stuffed Potato 
and Fresh Vegetable 
Traditional English Pudding 
fi Custard Souce fiCO 1 1
2476Mt.Now{onX
On Potrlcia Bay Highway, 5 Milos From Forry 
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What was described as 
“the massacre of Brent­
wood Village’’ was 
protested in a letter read at 
Monday night’s meeting of
Central Saanich council.
“We are sure that council 
feels as horrified as we do at 
the massacre of Brentwood 
Village and we seriously
SIDNEY FIREPLACE







: : NOTICE : : y
CHANGE OF GARBAGE COLLECTION DAYS
During the Christmas season the following changes in garbage 
collection days will be observed:- ‘
Tuesday, December 25th - pick-up oh Monday, December 24th 
Wednesday, Decernber 26th - Pick-up on Thursday, December 27 th j
Tuesday, January 1st - pick-up onMonday, December 31st.
question the necessity of a 
road of this width through a 
rural community,’’ wrote 
Mr. and Mrs. C.T. 
Larrington, 507 Senanus 
Drive, Saanichton.
“There is no point in 
complaining about a fait 
accompli, but we had hoped 
that the finished effect 
would be softened by 
boulevards full of trees. 
Surely it is not necessary to 
deface the few remaining 
trees with corrugated iron 
surrounds. The size of the 
ugly, concrete curbs 
suggests that Brentwood 
might be expecting the 
influx of a tank regiment,” 
the letter continued.
The Larringtons 
suggested that a look be 
taken at Courtenay where, 
despite narrow roads, 
boulevards are full of 
flowers.
“In any event, for 
heaven’s sake, let’s see that 
some harmonizing is done 
before it is too late.”
The correspondents will 
be told the design was 
approved by the 
municipality and that the 
surrounds are there to 
protect the trees.
A : blueprint > for 
u p g r a d i n g ; y K e at i n g 
Crossroad, which will, cost 
about $1,000,000 and 
extend over four years, was 
unveiled Monday night at
Central Saanich council by 
Aid. Percy Lazarz, 
chairman of public works.
The plan would be 
financed in half by the
provincial government
which would provide access 




prepared for re-routing the 
highway south around 
Mount Newton school and 
plans for an alternate truck 
route would be used while , 
■upgrading of Keating was in 
progress.
Staff consultations 
would be instituted with 
regard to a second corridor 
into the industrial 
development section of 
Keating and negotiations 
would be started to acquire 
property , along the south 
side of Keating in 
preparation for widening of 
the road from Central 
Saanich Road to Kirk­
patrick Way.
A meeting will be held 
, Jan. 14 with people in the 
Keating industrial area so 
they may be brought into 
the planning.
; “What we’re doing is 
setting the stage: for 
discussion with the property 
owners in the area before 
we submit this whole 
development to the 
public,” Lazarz said.
What's worse than




Being without MSA to take care ol the bills!
Break a leg al Mount Baker or catch a bug in Hawaii and your 
hospital expenses alone could run up lo $400 a day, The problem is 
that your Provincial Government Health Insurance Plan pays only a 
portion ot the cost,
That's why MSA Travel Protection, for less than a dollar a day, makes 
sense.
MSA Hospital and Medical Protection pays tho extra expenses when 
you need care away from B,C.; medical, surgical and hospital 
expenses, air ambulance, ernorgency oral surgery, prescription drugs 
and more,
Before you travel, ask your Travel Agent about MSA's Hospital 
Medical, Baggage, Travel Accident and 
Trip Cancoliution travel 
protection,plans. ,
CA'-'- (MlMffgy 9773 - 5th street
US MBWWA&3 EIWM^ 556-5541
KIWI
MSA'Travel Proleclioii
Take us with you 
when you go.
Aslc your Travel Agent
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Experts, pilots shoot flyer down
A Reaction from Van- 
aver Island pilots and 
government air experts has 
been swift and strong 
following a Dec. 5 article in 
The Review in which long­
time local pilot Jim 
Gillespie charged that air 
safety standards need to be 
upgraded considerably 
along B.C.’s west coast.
» A recommendation for an 
air ambulance service for 
B.C.
• Better radio equipment 
on all planes, and especially 
commercial aircraft.
“He really doesn’t know 
what he’s talking about,” 
said a spokesman for the 
provincial air services 
branch at Pat Bay Airport.
That was the general 
response from all quarters 
of the flying community 
contacted by The Review.
• Improved weather in­
formation service for pilots, 
including better in­
formation from manned 
lighthouse personnel and 
increase communications — 
perhaps every 50 miles — 
for more flight and weather 
information.
Gillespie, 6258 Central 
Saanich Road, said in the 
article he had submitted a 
brief to the ministry of 
transport’s aviation safety 
council outlining problem 
areas and recom­
mendations.
• Increased fuel stops 
because currently small 
planes are forced to 
overload on fuel because of 
the lack of stops.
• Better maintained float 
bases in logging camps and 








Members of the Saanich 
Peninsula 4H Beef Club 
elected the following of­
ficers at a Nov. 7 meeting: 
Suzy Chung, president;
Rhonda Smith, vice- 
president; Mair Davies, 
secretary; Sherry Steffler, 
treasurer; Burt Minter, 
John Davies, social con­
venors; Doug MacKay, 
scrap book; John MacKay, 
club reporter; Brian Bick­
ford, head of phoning 
committee;
A Christmas party is 
planned for Dec. 21 at 
Saanichton Fairgrounds. 
The club is now in its 23rd 
^ -year. V
The air services branch 
spokesman, who wished to 
remain anonymous, 
challenged Gillespie’s 
statement about the lack of 
an air ambulance service in 
B.C., commenting, ‘‘I 
suggest B.C. has the most 
efficient air ambulance 
service in Canada.”
. The air ambulance 
service has been going for 
years, said the spokesman, 
and has been operated by 
the provincial government 
since 1977.
He said the provincial 
emergency health services 
commission is in charge of 
the air ambulance service 
and has carried out ap­
proximately 1,500 flights.
Some 600 of those have 
been with the assistance of 
the air services branch. 
“We provide aircraft to 
them when we have them 
available. If no aircraft are
available, then they charter 
other aircraft,” he said.
Government pilot Mike 
Seaiey explained that three 
jets and two turboprops 
and their crews are 
available for air ambulance 
service.
Seaiey said the air ser­
vices branch attempts to 
keep at least one plane and 
crew on hand for 
emergencies.
In response to Gillespie’s 
comment that far too many 
people have died from 
neglect, Seaiey commented, 
“Name one. Where’s this 
guy been?” Seaiey asked.
He said, “Air safety 
standards are about as high 
as they can go.” They are 
set by the government based 
on past experiences. 
“Government does have 
some expertise in this 
field,” said Seaiey, in­
cluding input from British 
and U.S. experts.
However, Seaiey pin­
pointed the “problem” as 
the pilots. “It is the same as 
driving,” he said. “It is the 
pilots who have to respect 
the rules and standards.
“All the rules on the road 
won’t stop traffic ac­
cidents.”
Seaiey added the greatest 
problem was pilots flying in 
weather beyond their 
control, and beyond the 
aircraft’s and their own 
capabilities.
Regarding Gillespie’s 
comment on better in­
formation from manned 
lighthouses, Seaiey said 
lighthouse weather reports 
are made available to pilots.
“The experienced pilot 
knows how to interpret 
these, or takes the time to 
interpret them,” he said. 
They may not always give 
the exact reading of the
Pasties Take . 
Holidays
Sidney post office will be 
closed Dec. 25 and 26 and 
Jan. 1. New Year’s Day.
There will be no mail 
deliveries or street letter box 
collections on these 
,holidays. Full postal service 
will be provided Dec. 27 
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At this time of year and in areas subject 
to heavy snow conditions, you will often 
see special signs requiring that your 
vehicle have good winter-tread tires or 
carry chains or, in some cases, that 
chains bo mounted. For your safety and 
that of other motorists, these signs are 
authorized by law,
During tho next few weeks,random 
checks will be carried out by the RCMP 
in problem driving areas,more partic­
ularly the Hopo-Princeton, the Squamish 
Highway to Wliistler, the Fraser Canyon, 
but Including other sections of road on 
Vancouver Island and the rest of the 
province, subject to snow conditions, 
The operation will be in conjunction with 
the Attornoy-Genoral's "Counterattack" 
programme. Drivers of vehicles not 
properly equipped may bo turned back 
or charged.
The Ministry of Transportation and High­
ways is doing its best to clear snow and 
maintain our roads in winter to moke 
thorn safe. Before driving into snow 
areas, moke sure you have good winter 
tires and are carrying chains lo make 
your vehicle snfo. Watch for snow 
removal equipment, special signing, and 
plea.se drive carefully.
IProvlnc© of British Columbia
MIMISTnVOF TnAMSpnntAIIOM amp hiohva/avs
Hort. AI«K V, Fraiuor, Mliil»t#f
ceiling, but they will give 
visibility, wind, seascape — 
“enough to provide a pretty 
fair coverage of the west 
coast,” according to 
Seaiey.
“Accidents are almost 
always pilots flying too far 
into poor weather and not 
being able to get out,” he 
said.
He blamed “professional 
ego” in “making the trip” 
as one of the reasons pilots 
fly in over their heads. 
Another is they do not get 
paid if they don’t complete 
the trip.
Seaiey also commented 
on the Gillespie charge that 
pilots are forced to take off 
overloaded with fuel 
because of lack of fuel 
stops.
“If a pilot takes off 
overloaded he has no 
respect for safety
regul^jons,” said Seaiey. 
“That kind of statement 
(by Gillespie) is. 
ridiculous.”
The spokesman agreed, 
“Only fools do that. You 
do not overload any air­
plane at any time. It breaks 
all the ministry of transport 
take-off regulations.
“If you need that much 
fuel to go to point “A”, 
then you should map a 
different route. That’s how 
accidents happen.”
Seaiey also thought the 
solution was to change the 
flight plan rather than 
overload with fuel. ‘^‘There 
is no real answer to the need 
for more stops,” he said. 
“You just plan a more 
circuitous route to get your 
fuel.”
Scaley added that it 
would be nice to have in­
strument landing systems
throughout the province 
but it just isn’t possible — 
because of the terrain.
“Approaches to areas 
like Tahsis, Bella Bella and 
Bella Coola must be carried 
out under visual conditions. 
If there is bad weather, then 
it is up to the pilots to stay 
away,” he said.
Seaiey stressed the need 
for “self-discipline” in 
pilots. He said most ac­
cidents occur because ot 
lack of self-discipline. He 
pointed to Gillespie’s 
suggestion that pilots 
memorize the country 
rather than rely on in­
strument readings.
“That’s why there are so 
many crashes,” said Seaiey, 
“because a lot of less 
disciplined pilots think they 
know the country when 
they don’t.”
J. J. Record Centre
2405 Beacon [Upper Mall] 656-7522
OPEN SUNDAY, DEC. 23rd 
11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in store Grand Xmas Specials on: LP’s - Tapes - 
Posters - Sanyo Radios and Cassette Recorders.
Truman s Steak House)
CARPET S™P0Olf^G
DRY FOAM MACHINE 
®Windoviis ©Floors ©Gutters 
Free Estimates - Insured
AJAX CLEANERS
656-1617
Wishing you a 
holiday rich in 









Open from 5:00 p.m. Daily
(CLOSED TUESDAYS)
- FULLY LICENCED -
For Reservations 656-4640 
2558 Bevan Ave., Sidney
GERRY PETEBS iASO^RY
8093 Alec Rd. 652-2251
Now, Safeway has its own brand of quality color film. A/ew Safeway 
Color Film. Safeway Color Film is manufactured to Safeway’s V 
exacting standards. In fact, Safeway guarantees your complete 
satisfaction, or your money back. With a smile.
Safeway Color Film comes in all the popular sizes and speeds, too. 




For your convenience. Pick up some while you shop. You'll be ready 
when that special moment pops up. Then, just drop it off when 
you're back in your Safeway store. Because, not only do we sell you 
film, we develop it. Beautiful prints. Convenient.
Compare ours with the film and prints you've been getting. You'll 
be able to tell the difference in your pocketbook. You'll get a 
few more treasures for your money with New Safeway Color Film.






SME Ol^ SAFEWAY FlLiVl










110/12 *1.45 *1.24 21‘
110/20 *1.74 *1.59 15'
126/12 *1.45 *1.24 21'
126/20" *1.74 *1.59 15'
135/24100ASA *1.93 *1.69 24'
135/24 400ASA *2.40 *1.99 41'
a ml tma issk- ms. f??:;;;? sixn tm, KS KKa Km
• •«
New Safeway Color Film is a Iroasuro in quality and price. And, the savings 
don't stop there. Wo develop the film. So, you can save time, loo, by bring­
ing your exposed film to us for developing,
Printing and Developing






















2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1154
AGENCIES ■ 




Three bedroom townhouse. 
I’/z baths. Good storage 








ONE PAIR OF good rodiol snow tiros. 
ER70xU. $70. 656-2876.51
BARBER GREENE ASPHALT 3'/ex22 
drum mixer, 879 spreader, 5,000 gal. 
storage, 3 deck screen plant 50 ft. 
Stocker cone and |ow crushers. 371 
diesel engine low bed. Rosco.V'^bro. 
roller Dodge TA truck speed 
snowplow. Reasonable offers. Phone 
837-9573. 51
FOR SALE BY RELIABLE BUILDER: cozy 
3 bdrm., l*/» baths no step rancher, 
2098 Beacon Ave., across hywy from 
Sidney. Many fine features include 
masonry F.P. and brick chimney. Try 
your offers on $62,900. with low 
mortgoge. Ted Mills - 656-4161. 51
HALF SECTION irrigoted lend, two 
modern log barns, 36’xlOO', 40’x80 ; 6 
steel bins, mix mill, 2 houses. Phone 
(403) S<(5-6547, C. Struyk, Box 353, 
Bow Islond, Alta. TOK OGO. 51
SAVE FROM 20% TO 50% on meat 
costs or your money bockl B.C, Meat 
Export's 192 poge book reveals tricks 
of tho trade that show you how. 
Know your butcher's secrets and 
"boat him at his own game". Nicole 
Parton, consumer columnist for the 
BVancouver Sun stated in her 
November 19th column: "Not only 
will you get your money's worth but 
you'll probably recoup the cost on 
your first moat - shopping foroy' 
Makes a unique Christmas gift. Not 
ovoiloble in book stores. Send $9.95 
which includes postoge and handling 
or for 4 - page brochure send 
stamped self-addressed long en­
velope to: The Lutner Company, 6539 
Fraser St. Vnnmuver V5X 3T4. 51
HAY, We have all types of 'Hay for
sole on a delivered basis. Brooks 
Alfalfa, Box 1246, Brooks, Alta. TOJ 
OJO. Call Peter Hanson, (403) 362- 
2957, 51
HELP WAHTES
DOWNIE STREET SAWMILLS Ltd. has a 
position for a forestry technician I. 
Applicants should have a forest 
technology diploma and 2-3 years 
experience in field lay-out and 
related forestry work. Please reply 
with resume of work history ond 
personal data to: Dale Hurren, 
Personnel Supervisor, Downie Street 
Sawmills Ltd., Box 1300, Revelstoke. 
B.C.V0E2S0. 51
FEDERATED CO-OP DOWNIE STREET 
SAWMILLS Division require two 
millwrights T.Q.; two sowfitters T.Q, 
Please forward resume of work 
history and personal data to: Dole 
Hurren, Personnel Supervisor. 
Downie Street Sawmills, Box 1300, 
Revelstoke. B.C. VOE 2S0. 51
TYPESETTERS for the Sunshine Coast 
News located one hour from Van­
couver on famed Sunshine Coast, Full 
and part time positions available. 
Excellent typing essential. 
Experience preferred. Phone 886- 
2622 or 886-7817 collect. . 51
FULL OR PART TIME experienced 
waitress required - coll in person 
between 10 o.m. and 3 p.m. Odyssio 
Restouront, 5th and Beacon. 51
AUTOS S BOATS
30" AVOCADO green Admiral clean- 




SIDNEY — small one room unit on 
Beacon Avenue suitable for small 
business office, or bachelor suite. 
$175 per month plus utilities. Phone 
382-4030. 51
A’TTRACTIVE LARGE bed-sitting room 
in quiet home close to town and seo. 
Telephone after 5 p.m. 656-5367, 51
DUPLEX SIDE BY SIDE, three 
bedrooms, fireplace, must hove 
references. No pots, $435.00 per 
month. Phono 656-4066 or 656-4003. 
52
iv5^
Vista Del Mar 
10016 Third St. 
Several brand new suites 
available, take this one for 
example — 2 bdrms, wall to 
wall carpet, colored ap­
pliances, view, beautifully 
decorated, thermbglass 
sliding door to balcony. All 
this for only $46,900. Will 
consider Trades.
Realtor inquiries welcome.
BEDROOMS TO RENT. Largo aid 
seaside house. Suite working per­
sons. $100 per month. Write stating 
age etc. P.O. Box 2313, Sidney. 51
.a.
: : WATERFRONT LOT 
Treed half acre lot with 90’ 
0f ^ waterfrontage. 
Sheltered. Good view. Near 
marina, airport and ferry.
FOR RENT ' 
Three bedroom house, 
electric heat. Deep Cove 
area. Available Jan. 15, 
$400 per month. No pets.
SIDNEY. New building, 2 bdrms, 
$385-S395: one bedroarh and don, 
$350-$370; one bdrm, den and loft 
corner, S415. Rent Includes coble and 
water. Forking, wall-to-wdll, drapes, 
security entrance, elevator, , near 
bus. Mature adult couple with 
feenoger occepted. 65S-3060. 50-tf
SAVE FROM 20% to 50% on meat 
costs or your money bock! B.C. Moat 
Export's 192 page book reveals tricks 
ot tho trade that show you how. 
Know your butcher's secrets and 
"beat him ot his own gome". Nicole 
Parton, consumer columnist for the 
Vancouver Sun stated In her 
November 19th column; "Not only 
will you get your money's worth but 
you'll probably recoup tho cost on 
your first meat - shopping foray". 
Mokes o unique Christmas gift. Not 
available In book stores. Send $9.95 
which Includes postage and handling 
or for 4 - page brochure send 
stamped self-addressed long en­
velope to; The Lutner Company, 6539 
Froser St., Vancouver V5X3T4. M
SANDOWN MOTEL NOW RENUNG 
weekly and monthly. Furnished 
deluxe bachelor oportments with 
kitchenettes. Beoutllul Brentwood 
Boy, mold service, coble TV. 652.;; 
155V.' .
1975 KOMATSU D 55S with standard
bucket, with fully enclosed cob, 80% 
U/C. Excellent condition - Vancouver, 
$34,500: 1975 KOMATSU D65S, 24" 
Tree Shear, bucket, bush guarded, 
lowhours, new U/C, excellent 
condition - Prince George, $63,000.: 
1975 CLARK 667 SKIDDER, now tiros, 
Cummins power, reconditioned - 
Grande Prairie, $29,500; 1969 CAT 
950 Grapple ond Bucket, good tiros, 
ROPS. Serviced and ready to go 
Gibsons, B.C., $42,500. Phono 324 
2446orB53-0950. 51
CAR BED, $10: Gondron buggy, $40; 
both In good condition. 652-1633., 51
OFFICE OR RETAIL SPACE AVAILABLE 
October 1st. 400 sq. It., second floor 
obove Toronto Dominion Bonk. 656- 
1141., ; 37-tf
BUTLER BROTHERS SUPPLIES LTD. has
o number of storage lots lor rent. 
Each unit lOO'xlSO' will bo fenced to 
requirements of tenant. Secluded 
area off Keating X Rood. Phono J.S. 
Farquhor652-U21 tor detolls. 52
SELLING??
LIST WITH USIl 





AVAILABLE MID JANUARY, modern 
two bedroom house on waterfront 
south of Sidney. Reasonable rent in 
return lor above overage core. Reply 




QUIET MATURE MAN without pots 
requires two or throe-room 
housekeeping suite In the Sidney 





Secluded location in North 
Saanich, 3 bedrooms up, 1 
down, 2 bathrooms, large 
rce. room, I’inishcd den. 
Unique two-way heating 
sy.steni, oil and wood. Ideal 






New contemporary design, 
nestled among the trees, 
tltrcc bedrooms, master 
ensuitc, double drive-in 
garage, lliermul windows 
built-in dishwasltcr plus 






REALISTIC AUTO cossotte ployer wilh
Realistic high performance speakers. 
Never been used, $125.00. Call (^6- 
6118 ask for Scott, 4 - 6 p.m. 51
FOR SALE; 3 speed Roleigh bicycle in
good condition, $40. 656-3500. •52
MEN'S GREEN rocker recliner choir
old hand corved oak buffet, 2 • 9x12 
gold nylon rugs, 1 chiffonier. 656 
3549. ' 51
LARGE WHITE frost free fridge
Deluxe model. New compressor 
very nice condition, $200. firm. 656- 
4244. 51
FIREBIRD, 1977, green, low miles, 
economical V-6, AT, PS, PB. coll Don 
at 386-6707 or 656-7184. D5668. 51
IMMACULATE 12x56 FOUR SEASONS 
with stove, fridge, dishwasher, 
droperies, covered porch and utility 
shed. Very quiet adult court in vision, 
$16,500. Immediate possession. Con 
be financed. Phone 467-9379 or write 
c/0 Box 154, BCYCNA, 808, 207 West 
Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C. V6B 
1H7. 51
USED -- NEAR NEW TRUCKS, any 
make, model, 100% Bank Financing 
O.A.C. call John Couldwell. Phone 
298-5125 or 534-0996 collect. Eagle 
Ford Sales, Dealer Number 5519, 
Vancouver, B.C. V5C 2K8. 51
1974 KENWORTH tandem truck 
homes 750 wrecker with bull-winch; 
81,000 miles. Phone 842-5209. Sold as 
is where is. 51
BUSINESS FSESONALS
NATALIA CARD READING, tea leaf 
reading, astrology charts made, 
crystal ball reading. 656-7872.51
INTERNATIONAL OIL COMPANY
offers opportunity for high Income 
plus regular cash and travel-bonuses, 
abundant fringe benefits to mature 
individual in the Sidney area. Airmail 
President, Dept. Cl, P.O. Box 70, Sta. 
R, Toronto. Ontario. M4G 3Z6. 51
aouiB smicEs e
EgVlPMEET FOE
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY for In­
dustrious Independent Contractor 
desirous of going Into business for 
himself. Not a franchise. Bldg, 
moterials and/or lube experience 
helpful. Write: Air mall President, 
Dept. CF. P.O. Box 70, Sta. R. 





Tlic’ largest one stop 
EciLiipmcnt Rental Yard on 
the Saanich Peninsula. 
Authorized dealer for 
TORO, LAWNBOY and 
SNAPPER.
We repair all makes.
^Rcel Mower Specialists.
LOST S FOUND
COLLEGE COURSES AT HOME I 
Spoedwriting, shorthand, 
bookkeeping, business math. Full 
courses also available. Contoct 
Duffus College, 543 Seymour St., 





NATALIA CARD READING, tea leaf 
reading, astrology charts made, 
chrystal ball reading. 51 FDTS 0 LIVESTOCK
FOUND: smoll female ginger and 





neor Experimonto! stotion 
short haired grey cot. 656- 
51
WIRE FOX TERRIERS. Reody now. Top 
champion bloodlines. $175. 656-7536.
51
LOST: wallet, block with red lining. 
Either phone 656-3119 or pleose mall. 
Reward. 51
MATCHED TEAM, sorrel geldings. 
1750 pounds. Gentle, sound, ages 9 
and 11. $3,500. Phone 465-4476 after 
6 p.m, or 462-8167 before 8 o.m. Box 
370. Mople Ridge. B.C. V2X 8K9. 51
LOST: Gold nugget chain bracelet. 
Reward. 652-1883. 51
FOUND: sum of money. Owner may 
have same by identifying place, 




GUITARS, HARMONICS, strings, and 
music make great stocking stuffers. 
Lynn Copeland Music Centro. 51
LDUAL
HARVEST GOLD WESTINGHOUSE 
dishwasher, excellent condition, 
$300: sloel oftice desk, three 
drawers, typewriter pull-out, middle 
drawer, rubberized top, $250. 652- 
9343.  51
HAGEN SKIS 175 cm, good cond., $40; 
while shag rug, 9x10, $25; booutllul 
largo modlterronoon lamps, $60 lor 
the poir, 656.621B, 51
MISC. IVAIITED
HUMMEL FIGURES and plotos; Royal
Dallon Figures and Toby Jugs also 
I’MIlilarla Swords, Boyonols, Badges 
and Medals. 303 0405; 306.0911. I8-I(
















SINCERE THANKS to all who helped 
moke our annual Christmas Bazaar 
and Tea such a success. The patients 
and stoff of the Mount Newton Doy 
Center for the Elderly. 51
PENINSULA DAY CARE AND PRE­
SCHOOL. Opening Jan. 2 on East 
Saanich Rd. Full day care and pre­
school focilitlos. Complete 
educational program. Competitive 
rotes. Full day core, $160 per month 
plus meals. Pre-school, $15 per 




TENDER SALE • Highest or lowest bid 
not necessarily accepted. 1942 
American LoFrance Pumper. 750 
pump water tank, hoses, ladders, 
miscellaneous equipment. Village of 
Nokusp Box 280, Nakusp, B.C. VOG 
IRO before DecemberSl. 1979. 51
ProfesBlonal Music Instruction on 
organ, piano, guitar and occordlon. 
Groups and private for all ages. Lonn 
Copelond Music Centro.
652-4512
LOMAS —• Enid L. of Saanichton 
suddenly on December 10, 1979 
aged 70 years. Predeceased by her 
husband Philip, February 3, 1979 
Survived by two daughters. Mrs 
Burghardt (Sylvia), Mrs. L. Hill 
(Gloria), five grandchildren, two 
sisters. Mrs. I. Moss, Penticton, Mrs 
R. Grant, Chemoinus, newphews and 
nieces. Privote family service. No 
flowersvby request. Arrangements 
through the Memorial Society of B.C 
and First Memorial Services Ltd.
Grants, loans help 
business, industry
Many people in industry 
and commerce don’t know 
bout government
assistance programs which 
provide grants and
forgivable loans, says Gary 
Wilson, manager of
Ellchammer Industries, 
Ltd., 2130 Malaview, 
Sidney.
Wilson, whose firm is
already a recipient of two 
such programs, decided to 
share his knowledge with 
the Sidney-North Saanich 
chamber of commerce.
He told members at a 
Dec. 13 meeting in the 
Sidney Hotel that copies of 
lists of information he had 
drawn up were available 
from the chamber.
Businesses in the Sidney 
and North Saanich area are 
eligible for grants under 
ARDSA (Agriculture and 
Rural Development 
Subsiduary Agreement, 
which comes under the 
federal-provincial DREE) if 
they supply support services 
to enhance agricultural and 
rural development or 
process and produce food, 
including seafood (fish), 
meat or fruit, he says.
LILA — Low Interest 
Loan Assistance
(provincial) applies to 
manufacturing or 
processing. Money must be 
used for plant moder­
nization, plant expansion or 
establishing a new facility 
which will create economic 
activity.
Interest rate is 6‘/a per 
cent, term of the loan is the 
economic life of the asset or
a maximum 25 years.
Programs for which 
Sidney-North Saanich 
people are ineligible include 
TIDSA (Travel Industry 
Development Subsiduary 
Agreement); ASEP 
(Assistance to Small 




The programs fall within 
the DREE agreement. 
Intent is to promote 
balanced economic growth 
in the less populated areas 
of the country. Initially 





encourage growth away 
from the 49th parallel.
The programs exclude the 
prime areas of the Lower 
Mainland and southern 
Vancouver Island con­
taining 60 to 70 per cent of 
B.C.’s population.
Wilson says Ellehammer 
participated in two 
government assisted 
programs for developing 
the company’s export 
market in Alaska and the 
Orient (Singapore, 
Malaysia, Bangkok and 
Hong Kong).
Ne-w chamber head
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 - Saanich • 
ADULT CROI^IN^ guard. An Adult 
Crossing Gubrd .Is .required for Deep 
Cove School, starting January 07, 
1980, 45 minutes in the A.M. and 45 
minutes In tho P.M., while school Is in 
session. Interested persons should 
contact the School Board Office and 
leave your name, address and phone 
number. R.S. j Ingram, Secretary- 
Treasurer, School District No; 63, 
(Saanich), P.O. Box 2010, Sidney, 
B.C. Telephone; 656-1 111. 51
Ray Moore Denis Paquette
Ray Moore, a chartered accountant of 9830 4th St., 
Sidney, has replaced Denis Paquette as president of 
the Sidney-North Saanich chamber of commerce. 
Vice-president is marine engineer Bob Ward.
Directors elected to the executive at chamber 
elections Dec. 13 include Murray Christian, June 
Christman, Mark Dickinson, Karel Drost, Graham 






7105 B. W, Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
by
WAYNE'S WAGON WHEEL STORE, 
7174 WosI Saanich Rcl. Broniwood 
Bay, O.C, 652.3321, Buy • Soil • Trado. 
Now u»od Horn.. 27-lf
DOORSI D,C.'. Lowost pricotl Pro 
hung Inlorlor, $19,90; lolld oxlorlor 
pro-hung, $59; ponollod doori, $39 
clo.ot bl-Iold., $13,90; Conoda' 
lorgo.l .olocllon, Wrlto or phono lor 
lurlhor Iniormollon lo Wolkor Door 
Ltd., ■266-72n, 1366 S.W, Marino 
Dilvo, Voncouvor, V6P 5Z9 or 905. 
97U. 1589 Gordon Avonuo, North 
Voncouvor, V7P3A5, ll
WORK WANTED
DOORS. n.C.'a lowotl prlcot. Pro- 
hung Inlorlor, $19.90; *olld oxlorlor 
prohung, $49; ponollod door., $39; 
Doodboll lock, $9.90; cloial bl-loldi, 
$13.90. Canndo't lorgoat tolocllon. 
Writ* or phono lor lurlhor In. 
(ormollon; Wolkor Door Lid., 266- 
7211, 1366 5,W, Marino Dr,, Von- 
touvor, B.C, V5P 5Z9 or 91)5-9714, 
1509 Gordon Avo., Nonh Voncouvor, 
B.C, V7P 3A5. ll ,
WILL DO TYPING my home, lollort, 
tlolomonlt, roporla. rotumot, ole., 
15 yoora oxporlonco. Hovo I.B.M- 
Sniociric. Phono 652-3310 ollor 2, 51
CARDEN SERVICE! Pruning. Drimo 
Von Schuckmonn. 656 1990. 30-11
INCORPORATEI ’SIOO PLUS FIllNr,' 
PIES, IhtotpoKilo youiaoll • loai •' 
ovu( lhai loliipheino Our lorma cmd 
typing aoivkoa oto Inwyor opprovod 
Coll Soll Coiimttl iUMVlioa loll Iron 
112 P0<1.ri6;i 3(135 ChilfClov nnri 
Moalotchot(|0 oppiuvod, 47’tl
MO?r PHASES ol
Inniluoplng ■ oho gnrdon din.l(jn, 
Coll Chorli”. VeuPrIn. 6Wi I!:i95 ollni 5 
lOllp 111
STRONG YOUNG FAMILY MAN with 
truck wonla work, Gordon cloonupi, 
yordi, gorogoi, baaomonli, ollUt, 
gullora cloonod, Pointing, comuril 
work, rololllling, chain low work, 
Anything. $6 por hour. 652’4|37 allor 
4, ' 51
SAVE UP TO 5051 on your now lilt- 
chon, Rolocii your nxlillng cohlnoli 
with natural wood, Includoa now 
drowori und diowar Ironla. 656'3905,
SI
GUTTERS RENEWED. Conllnuoua 
aotimliida olumlnum gullrna ond 
dnwnfil))iii, Olilo tounlry lindtHpion 
.f/d r)790, , , .
HANDYMAN, Small opplloiKoa, 
looky liiuiolii, hiokiui (ord onda. ulc, 
No job loo amnll. Pair pilce. Giiorgw 




Soolod londors, marked "Tendor lor 
Projocl 0-7907, Signal 8 Lighting 
Installation, Routs #17A • Dlgnori 
Rood lo Columbia Avonuo, BronI 
wood, British Columbia", will bo 
(ocoivod by tho Ministry ol Tran-- 
sporlollon and Highways ol Ihct 
Parliamonl Buildings, Victoria, B.C., 
up lo 2i00 p.m. on Thursday tho 17lh 
day ol January, 1900, and oponod In 
public ot Ihol limo and dolo. Tenders 
must bo oddrossod or dollvorod only 
to 940 Dlonshcird Sirool, Victoria, 
B.C.. which Is opon Irom 0;3O o.m. to 
4.30 p.m. Monday lo FrIdoy, except 
holidays,
Iho work lo bo porlormod consisla ol 
roadway lighting on Roulo #17A 
boivvuon Dujnan Rood and Columbio 
Avonuo and o Irolllc signal syslom ol 
Roulo #I7A and V/olloco Drivo. All 
lumloolro and slgnol podoilola, 
iutulion bovos ond undorground 
tondiin oro oxislirig.
Pious and spoclticollons may be 
obtolnod Irom tbo DIntrIcl Highways 
Monogor, Soonltb, BC., wllhoul 
iboigo,
tun,juts must bo made out on tho 
loimt 4i(|i|diiid nod onclosod In Iho 
onuulopo lurnishud.
No londor will bo octoplod ot con- 
sidiiind which coiilolpi on ostololor 
clousii or ony olbor qunlilylng 
lotidiilon and Ibii lowosi or any 




CHAINSAW DEA,LERS, new or 
oslobllshod sorvico and sell 7 modal 
prolosslonol quality lin0 4Oc,c. to 120 
c.c. Buck Hovon, Box 3134, Troll, B.C. 





INCORPORATE! $100 + liling lees. 
Wo prepare your Incorporation 
papers over Iho phono — lost. For 
moro iniormollon coll THE LAW 
SHOPPE ol JACK D. JAMES, M.B.A. 
LLB, loll-lroo 112.800.663.3035 (In 
Vancouver oroo coll 687-2442), 




• Claw 31. Lamp
6. Interloce 34, sphere
1, Love 37, Emmet
2. Swiss cottage 38, Disputable
40. Stinging13
14
DIVORCEI $100 + liling loos, Wo 
proporo your divorce papers over Ibo 
phono - loll, For moro Iniormollon 
coll THE LAW SHOPPE ol JACK D, 
JAMES, M n.A„ LLB. loll-lroo 112- 
000.663 3035 (In Voncouvor oroo coll 
607.2442). Chorgex and Moslor- 
chorgo welcomed. _
CENTRAL SAANICH groonhouio, 




























45. Wash lightly 
47. Pass











LAW CENTIII IkUAl AID CLINIC,








Unique .7 ac, property on 
Cm Ibis Foinl, vvitli 
maBnificcni scaview. Level 




2 lots 5'4xlOO level, cleared, 
close to Hcacon, $19,000, 
Hiarcl Drosi
FOR CHRISTMAS IMOPPINO com# lo 
your lotol Sotlsh Indlon Art 8 Croft 
Shop In Dronlwood Buy, BIB Vordlair 
Avo, All bond knlllod Indlon 
awtolora, toques, sllppora, mliliins 
and stuck lugs, Cotvlnga, pltluroa, 
ptlnla, allvor lowolloty, txiod work, 
ond mony moro. si
SURE YOU CAN GO TO A PARTY 
wllhoul v/orrylrig oboul your 
children, Roaponilblo moluro 






por lb. Troolod, Broniwood 
Oordoni, 7'J50 V/«U Sounlih
10 FOR 11.00 SPECIAL OFFER . 10 
}vmbo aiio color picluioi liorti any 
one color nognllvo lur only $1.00, 
Send oa mony nogotlvoi oa you w'ah 
$1,00 por nogoilvo tor 10 pIMunia ol 
•tir.h Also aavo on dovoloplng ond 
pf)nllf(Q ycKtr color IHma ■ 12 
poauro roll, $2,99, 20 oxiwiur# roll, 
1,199; 24 •tpniiur* rnll IJ 00 36 
•apoiof# roll, $6,99; ton loivlco, 
guoronlotad quollly ond aollilortlon 
Of monoy lolundtd. Promo Pholo 
Sorvlto, 30 Ion Oolo, Winnipeg, 
Monltobo. RXXI, 5|
BRW CARINIt 20" I.V. going ihoop, 
566 2479._________ _____ .
COAL and’”'WOOD tooi’""i7ovo, 
oa k log $ 12$. 6S6 3424 at tor 6 p ,m. 51
EXPERIENCED LOVING CARE lor youi 
child. My homo Mondny • Ftldny. 





VIKIHO ELICIRONIC toMola AM/fM
siOiau ALodda.,iUn*Ud ouk, SUrj.ijtJ.
65A.J.90I, »l
DRAFTSMAN, Gfotlualo ol 
iMcognlaod vuccillunol tlrnlllng 
courao wdh ipoc.nihty in SawmiUi, 
Rffllolod work (iM|>«rlKnca In tho 
loreti prouucii industry nr with 
consulting Firm will ho nn niaol, 
Solory boaod on oaporlonco. Send 
foaumo to, Hill Kotokoll, Box 75(1, 
OrcmdFuiki, B.C. von IHO, .51
Moluro piH'aona with Own Iron. 
sporioiion ond good hnuiokooplng 
skllli n««dod lo del as n'lemliorl nl 
tho Honlih Coro Team lattvlng 
6nnrdi.h P«idn,,dn Finn*#, roll 666 
0134, 54
lADISi AND OENUEMEN, poll om, 
lull timo help tutodod m Sidney ond 
Hioniwoud Atoo. tom obovo 
umnx'C Phrf,,, ,70 0*26, 76
ll
IS.
Ibo Corporation ol 
Iho Oltiricl ol 
Conliul Soonlrh 
I' O. nux26,




londora tii« Invllod lor the purthnio 
ol Munlciixil oquipmont na lollnwa; 
tondorn Dump truck 
1967 CMC. 401 V6 




1974 Holmon cm Whoola 
Foi lull Iniormollon
t/1 vlwiw pinnera 
Ih* undwaigntxl,
Hu'i Inwusi Ol nny t«nd«i 
nmolinrlly ncciipled.
Tamdot closing dm* > Jonoory
G,L ROGtnS 
5up«tinl»nd«nl ol 







Quonllly ol whll* chlnoboord door 
skins, 36"*l)0", Hr# rolordonl, 
durable, wllh loaluro/imoolh llnlih. 
Very lonsnnubU, NUFAB, 530-6201, 
22470 Frnatir Hwy., Longloy V3A 4P6,
5J______
BUILDING PANELS, doluxo quality. 
Flat or curiugulod ilborgloia panals 
and gionnhiiuin panels, all i|(na to 
24 ll, long, Discount pricoi and largo 










12. Rich milk 
15, Thai man 
18, Atone 























iOwiicr Wilt’ Di'irnian gives 
personal mieiiiion to all* 
orders. Plionc 6.%.4754
NEW RETAIL SPACE 
NOW LEASING
9843 Second Street
By Edith Smith 
The senior citizens ac­
tivity centre was the scene 
of the Old Age Pensioners’ 
Organization Branch 25 
Christmas party Dec. 13 
when more than 100 
members and guests sat 
down to an appetizing 
dinner of turkey and 
trimmings. The hall was 
decorated in seasonal 
motifs, and the tables were 
lovely with candle-lit 
centrepieces, colourful 
serviettes, anc( candy 
containers for each guest.
It wns a rainy day, but 
the atmosphere was 
cheerful and bright and it 
was noted that many guests 
were in llieir 00s and 
looking well.
Guests at llic licad table 
included Mayor Norma 
Seaiey and lier hushnnd 
Mike, Mrs, Nora Rogers, 
Jack Rogers who acted as 
emcee, Edith Smith, 
provincial OAPO board 
member, niembers of tlie 
branch executive, and Mrs. 
Cooper, director of Silver 
Tliread Services and her 
two assistants. .
Draws for boxes of 
cltocolates were won by 
Nora Rogers, Betty 
Halketl, E. Latimer, Sylvia 
Uitcliie and two others 
whose names were 
unavailable. Special table
decorations were made by 
Ted Holloway, and a vote 
of appreciation was ten­
dered him by members.
Each person received a 
generous cut of fruit cake 
donated by Sidney Bakery, 
the chocolates were donated 
to the OAPO branch by 
Sidney Drugs, and candy 
was donated by Doris 
Bosher. A special gesture of 
appreciation was made to 
tlic many volunteers who 
lielpcd make the dinner tlic 
success it was.
An hour of Christmas 
music and singing by Sidney 
Scrciiadci'.s, and tlic bell­
ringers, with tlie members 
joining in the singing of the 




Tlie aiimial meeting of 
tlie Brentsvood Cliapel 
ACW was licid in tlic Paris!*
11 all Nov, 20 when tlic 
complete slate of officeis 
was again returned to office 
witli tlic exception of 
trttasurer, Mrs, Jessie Kirk, 
wlio moved away recently. 
Her office was taken by 
Mrs, Mary Roxhoroiigh. 
Rev, Will Dobson, rector of 
the cliapel Installed the 
officers.
RURHAGI, OARBAOl HAULED,
Bntainilnl and tloiin up |oLi», Phnn* 
(*2 4035, 37 It
IIDMC ucnviccil E) 
eoniPMEiiT foil miE
'fa' lEFT, BRAND MEVV Mo'lnl' 
nnw«tnnil», iinw«ru»*(ti vol up Ini I5(i
Ivii . (,'I*;,T F.,
(ourimuiiily n«w*po|i*r», Wo hove 12 
,->1 n»w(iianH» Inf ml* ol |IO0 
|(Wih, Wiilo Tlmii* Pflnilng onil 
I’liltluliipg I4'J’/ PoinliKik# Av*.., 
Nnrih Vnutniivm. V7P 251 nr plinu* 
(«I0 75.11 rloyx, 922.7761 nvoningi, Kl-
It
Areas from 570- 10,SIX) .sq, ft,
Occupancy: April 1980.
Excellent location for rc.siaurant, beauty salon, 
dry clfnner, etc. to service 36 apparlrnents above.
CAI,L
BARTtimFR'l 5FRVICI* rtvullnhlo 
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SERVICE DIRECTORY





























All types of brick and block work, 
now fireplaces or ropoir your old 












•22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C. 
















Hour or by Contract. 




Stucco - Drywall 








“Big or small 
we will do them all”













KEYS * LOCKS 
LUBRICANTS











RON SHEARER — 6S6'5077 




Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 












1864 John Rd. 
656-2691






i.Who has a key to your door? .














I SIDNEY BUILDER |
[Now specializing in j 
I finishing carpentry, i
! rnhint'tR nnd hiiiW.inc ■
ROOFING
SAM "The” Roofer]













I cabinets unci built-ins, . 
■ rumpus rooms, repairs, I 
I additions ~ no job too | 
I small, , j
I Renovate and Save i
FREEESTIMATFii , 
Call 656*4915 J
ROY’S ALLBAY MARINE SERVICES LTD. 




















•back hoc scrs'icc 
656-1671
Auto Cure
A & B BOAT TOPS
Complain Bool UphoUlnry 
Corivo* HckiI To|n 
Ci:iiiii|i«rCuililnni 
Rnfiolr*










Golf Course Construction. 





Fence Posts, Digging, 50 
















WHY NOT TRY THE AFFORDABLE 
BEST?
ACCOUNTANT






•Small Business Accounts 14-H
J
BLUE ARMY
One call does 
it all.
DA-MAR
CONTRA CTING L TD.
Specializing in







BACK FILLING --- LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES















and Tractor Service 























2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.





Govornment corllfied technician 
with 35 years oMporionco In 




















•CA T WORK 
• TRUCKING




































PIANO TUNER A REPAIRS 







• ON SIGin A SPECIALTY
• ADJUbl'Ai VUICEllAMMLIth
ACTION A SOUND SERVICE TO 
PUBLIC-- TEACHERS,
SCHOOL Ol' MUSIC, CL11BS& CHURCHES
6950 WALLACE DR., BRENTWOOD IIAV
AJA.V HOME and 
OFFICE CLEANERS




Painting & MANN, MOULSON
Paperhanging &CO.
Decorating CERTIFIED
Phone 656-1041 GENERAL ACCOUNTANTS








10651 McDonald Park Rd. 
656-2127 Sidney
UPHOLSTERY





SS20 LOCHSIDE DR. 4S4-2015
Danish
Upholstery
7177 W. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay 










To Leather & Suede 
Garments expertly done 

























Wo buy old ond i«irrocon. 
dIFIonod lawnmovrar,, ate. Fraa 
















Alto Houllng, Will (tallvar i*na lo 










Young Lance Phillip is winner of contestl 
held by Village Toy and Hobby Shoppe. Prize\ 
was an AFX truck race set.
General Services
APEX STEEL LTD.
COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING S WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 





JLAm mt MA A..A^ ft I ^ '' Marina. Auto ft Safety Gloss 








Slool 8 Aluminum MIg Welding, 




Following a request from 
McTavish school parents’ 
auxiliary and a petition 
signed by nearly 1.50 area 
residents. North Saanich 
council has agreed to 
prepare a plan and costing 
study for a sidewalk on 
McTavish Road.
As well, council will 
include for consideration in : 
their 1980 capital works 
budget program the cost for: 
construction of ' the 
sidewalk.
Council’s action followed K
concerns voiced by parents 
and residents that 
McTavish i was too 
dangerous to allow children 
to walk to school.
Elaine Sigurdson,' 
spokesman for the 150 
residents, said 30 of the 80 
child re n attend i ng 
McTavish school — nearly 
40 per cent — are forced to 
walk on McTavish.
“The answer to the 
problem is a sidewalk,” 
serving not only the 
children but the residents, 
she told council.
However, three other 
suggestions by parents and 
residents are still to be
considered by council.
District staff were 
directed to investigate 
reducing the speed limit 
near the school gradually 
from 70 to 50 kph and 
finally to 30 kph.
Sigurdson told council 
the sharp drop from 70 to 
30 kph does not slow dovvn 
traffic. “We i suggest IT 
gradually drop^f’she said. A
The two othei 
suggestions — the in­
stallation of a flashing; 
hmbcr light at the crosswaik: 
in ’front of McTavish school 
arid a pedestrian crosswalk 
at the inteisectioh of East 
Saanich and McTavish 
Roads — will be considered 
by council in their 1980 
budget. ^
Mayor Eric Sherwood 
.said the Bashing light could 
.cost as much as $4,000 
excluding the power bill.
Council was also told 
that though the provincial 
ministry of highways docs 
have a sharing agreement 
with the municipality, the 
highways people will not 






Duct work. Chimneys, 










tlDNEV'l ONE ETOP 
RARTY mop
656-1311
After a long, hard second 
look, North Saanich 
council has agreed to a 
propo.sal for a mental 
health boarding home on 
Wain Rond.
Council had tabled the 
subject three weeks ago, but 
following an Investigation 
by Aid. Dcrmid Bingham, 
were told that the home was 
“eniircly suitable’’.
Bingham, a retired 
dociort said he met with the 
proposed operator of the 
home, Mrs. R. Watson on 
Nov. 22 and iiwpccted the 
premises at 1160 Wain 
Road.
Bingham .said there had 
been some question about 
Mrs. Watson’s
qualifications, but declared 
Instead that she was “well 
qualified''.
She hn.s had six years 
experience at the Gorge
Road Hospital, psychiatric 
training at Camosun 
College, a first aid cer­
tificate from St. John's 
Ambulance and a home 
nursing certificate, said 
Bingham.
He said the rooms arc big 
enough, and the house, 
built on 4,5 acres, will be 
able to handle eight 
jratients.. \ ,*v,
"It is entirely suitable for 
the care of elderly and 
mildly psychiatric 
patlcms,” said Bingham, 
His only re.scrvation wns 
that the home was “a 
considerable distance from 
sources of entertainment".
However Bingham added 
he had spoken with 
government social workers 
and nl least two doctors and 
each had approved the 
home,




Sian Walling, 2255 
Weiler, has been n prelate 
of the Order of Knight,s of 
Pyihins, Victory Lodge No. 
(»i, Sidney, lor the last two 
years and is currently 
ircasijirerbuthcisnoiapasi 
Cirand Chancellor, a.s 
tcjHttted in lust week’s 
Review,
USC CON.STR I (CTS .SCHOOL '
USC Canada has granted funds to construct a simple 
8-room primary school on the outskirts of Kathmandu, 
Nepal, The children arc presently being taught in nn old 
inn, origintilly built for vogront!, imd tmnf.ientf,. USC 










WE WISH YOU A
MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND YO ALL A
VERY GOOD YEAR!
FROM AU OF US AT THE
FOOD GIANT
PRICES EFFECTIVE: DEC. 19th to 24th, 1979 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES, WHILE STOCK LASTS!
WE ARE OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
DAILY... . . . . . . 9 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS.. . . . . 10 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
ft ■' - «
7154 WEST SAANICH at CLARKE RD.
OPEN XMAS DAY 11-4 
BOXING DAY 10-5
FfPlEAPPLE
IN OWN JUICE 
BLACK LABEL 19 oz. tin SHANK END
OCEAN SPRAY
CRANBERRY SAOCE
















































GOV’T. INSPECTED CANADIAN FRESH RIB AND LOIN
PORK CHOPS
$149
.:1b. "V A : '









FULLY COOKED $ f 69
|HAM steak lb i
1 FLETCHER’S
SAUSAGE




U.S. CANADA NO. 1




LARGE RED ginn. 
DELICIOUS APPLES















nitre jar . ..
FLEISHMANN
MARGARINE
1 lb. pkg. 99
1NSTANT HERSHEY’S 11 g9






CKHADA HO. 1 FRESH
BRUSSEL
SPROUTS
ISUND FARMS OR PALM
1 litre carton

















32 OZ. btl., , . . . . . . .
I
■P:'
fi
llfi.-
